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Four HSU buildings are torn
down as part of a plan to replace
all old houses on campus with
more efficient buildings. Page 3.
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hits its lowest level since 1977. Page 11.
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1 Weekly election coverage starts with a look at the 1st
Hamburg. Page 12.
and gs
Congressional District race: Rig
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SCIENCE
@ Fusion, hot or cold, might be a fruitless quest, or it could mean
clean, cheap energy. Page 17.

CURRENTS
8 With a furnace in tow behind his bike, an Arcata resident brings
pure energy to the art of glass blowing. Page 21.
i Oregon Shakespeare Festival director lectures at HSU on
political correctness in the theater. Page 23.

SPORTS
@ Janay Bainbridge leads HSU's women's volleyball team and

Homecoming Weekend
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Bud y

Brown &
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Doge
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Rod & the I-Deals

she’s 6th in the nation in kills. Page 28.
@ HSU soccer team comes out of a bloody weekend with a big win
and a tie against
its No. 1 foe. Page 29.

EprroriaL/ OPINION
@ Abortion: Two opposing views from the community on this hot
election-year
topic. Page 32.
@ Columbus’ footprints left a 500-year-long trail of tears for
indigenous Americans. Page 33.
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Houses torn down to construct storage facility

—
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Eureka resident Wayne Marsh and other members of Figas Construction tore down
two bulidings this weekend on Union Street. Four bulidings were torn down last
week,

pe ha
The Werner Duplex and Turner House were demolished last week to make room for university
es.Duplex housed part
The Werner
faciliti

CooperatitiveveRoberyUnitnit,
on
House, tad the
nut
ston tackon
Cte

which moved out of the area.

located next door
was ich
The Turner House,wh

to the Werner Duplex, housed Veterans Affairs.

Veterans Affairs moved to the University Annex.

Both houses were locatedon 14th and Bstreets.
The storage building under construction is part of
construction
the second phase of a general
plan, and isecheduled tobe finished by spring 1993.

store co mputerpaper, furniwilluse
The wareho
storage
the universi
ture and “an
directorof physical services.
for,” said Ken

Combs said the houses were very old — they

a

were originally part of a neighborhood HSU
ed — and had been
acquired when it
university use, difor
led
remode
tely
comple
their value.
Two other houses were demolished over the
weekend. The Graves House and Graves Annex
on Union Street had been vacant for almost two
years and were in “terrible shape,” Combs said.
“When HSU leaves a building, the university

goes in and takes whatever it can salvage of

value for the university,” Combs said. “Doors,
will
of valweue
door locks, windows,an
said.
he
»
salvage it and use
away,
The university cannot give
priused is left to the
cannot be er
and whatev
as
it
of
r,
dispose
can
cto
who
vate contra

wish, Combs said.

HSU hopes to eventually vacate all houses on
—— and replace them with more efficient

ings.
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Students pay more
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Tuition ch

By Brandye Alexander
to

The CSU system has been authorized

tion — the cost of educating one student
per year — not to exceed non-resident
tuition, MacCarthy said. But these students will be exempt from the state uni-

be completed at the same time.
MacCarthy said exemptions include

bill states
duplicate
is one for
student

school teachers and those receiving ben-

versity fees.

California residents

The
that a
degree
“any

tuition for years, but until now
it hasn’t. That’s about to change
for students seeking a duplicate
degree.

who has earned

A trailer to the bill that in-

creased CSU fees will force students seeking duplicate degrees
to pay tuition of $150 per unit,
said Steve MacCarthy, director of public
telephone
ina em,
affairs for the CSU syst
interview from Long Beach.
The provision specified that the CSU
Board of Trustees must set tuition for
ata
students seeking a duplicate d
minimum of the marginal costof instruc-

a degree equivalent to or higher
than the degree
awarded by the program in which the
student is enrolled.”
The bill, effective next semester, won’t
apply to students who hold only a
bachelor’s degree and are enrolled in a
master’s program, nor will it apply to
students with double majors which will

duce state beureaucracy and re-

store financial aid money lost in
budget cuts.
SB 919 would raise $100 mil-

state agency positions that have

been vacant for more than six
months. Of the funds, $50 million would be used to fund Cal
Grants, which were cut by 15
percent
Both bills passed in the Assembly, but were defeated in
the Senate, according to a California State Student Association press release.

“Without the passage of SB

6
No

efits from state assistance programs.
The state Academic Senate estimated
the bill will effect approximately 4,000
students seeking their second bachelor’s
and 1,700 students seeking second

state subsidizes the rest, he said.
—
“It is the intent of the

master’s d

ber of the CSU Academic Senate and
HSU biology department chair.
Legislature envisioned the CSU
The
would gain about $15 million from the
bill this year, but it was scheduled to take

effect this semester, said Yarnall.

Estimates are now around $7.5 million.

Yarnall said the plan has always been

¢ Family Planning
for men-women-children
° Counseling
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“Policies have yet to be debated,”
Yarnall said.“The bill makes policy with-

out debate and I don’t think that is appro-

priate.”
The Board of Trustees is hoping to get
legislative relief from the bill, although it
is still uncertain as to how, MacCarthy
said.

By Julle Yamorsky
otiations between the
California Faculty Association and administration over

contracts has given counselors more bargaining power
and “more faculty-type status.”

“It's hard to fight, even to
maintain (what we have) in
the contract, as well as some

things
we would like to get a
handle on,” said Judith Little,
assistant vice president for
lecturers at HSU. Little is one
of the state officers preparing
for the bargaining session
Barbara Wallace, assistant
director of counseling and
sychological services at
,Said thecounselors have

been doing “crisis interven-

tion, referral,andaminimum
amount
of counseling,” since

reducing their stafffromeight

to four this year because of
budget cuts.
(with negotiations),”

selors (in CSU), now we have

about 60,” Wallace said.
This shift will allow counselors with doctorates to join

;

to

on, but the ma-

jority of the students I've seen are pursuingcareer goalsand not frivolously spending the state’s money,” he said.

allace said. “We're feeling
.. inlimbo. We've lost four—
two counselors plus two internships.
“Togive youan idea,a year
ago, there were over 200coun-

ges iif

iS

i

continue in yeur education
pureue the vocation
ef your

i

yeu

pecan

“Right now, we’reatanim-

:

re

;

|i!
i

call
me, Karen

Furber,
and let me show
you how it can work for yeu even as

actual cost of education each year and the

Counselors nd CFA
negotiate contracts

oe

if

i

ic Medical Group & Counseling

j

Q

alternatives,

said Jack Yarnall, mem-

t of the

Students pay about 20

with administration in October.

or

anyone who wanted it, but the

CSU can no longer do this because of the
state’s financial situation.

1533 and SB 919, many students
will simply not be able to go to
coll
is winter,” said Tobin
Fried, president of the University of California Student Association and astudentat
UC Santa
Cruz, in a press release.
The CSSA and the UCSA are
the two state-wide lobbying oranizations that re
nt stuents in the CSU and UC systems.
— Liz Neely

lion by eliminating funding for

eg

ide low cost, high quality educa-

dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, those enrolled in a first credential
program for elementary or

CSU, UC students to rally
for support of aid bills
CSU and UC students may
rally at the state capital tomorrow in support of two Senate
bills designed to transfer $144
million from state bureaucracy
back into the education system.
SB 1533 bill was introduced in
the final days before the state
budget was signed. It would re-

to

faculty inthe negotiations
for
new contracts be
year for professors,

ng next
assistant

and lecturers.

The CFAis negotiating a
one-year contract for coun-

selors until they are able to
join with faculty in bargaining for a new contract for the
owing
year.
Little aid the CFA anticipates the administration will

discuss the system of deter-

mining salary for professors,
pulling back some
grievance
and arbitration rights and a
new proposal for “distance
learning.”
Distance learning is a
project to videotape
professors and send the
lectures to
remote
areas
without
schools. There is nothing
written in their contracts
about how professors will be
compensated for distance
learning.
“We want tobe in the a
sion-making
,” Little
said. “There's a lot of questions that need to be asked
and answered and we want
to be part of the asking and
answering.”

Little believes that the re-

Soe ee

duction in staff last year is

ing num
e
helping us get nowhere.”
here are many fewer
folks than when we started
negotiations,” Little said.
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HSU professor helped build first hydrogen bomb
Almost 40 years

HSU Professor

pry

when
he helped

a

aan of tos

nm

boule

Cranston be-

in

arms

te nowediehamar besaak

satin
wel .
there. But it was still very satisfying, a lot _ sentfulas
“At the time I was very angry I wasn’t
“rc
ysics was involved.
rt - eee g the first —
fe bal
a house. Once the
use
a degree in physplans for the house ntonxose finished,
ics. They shipped me overseas as an inPi thet’ left ie to bud it" he said.
,” Cranston said.
ved eo ae
“Tengen eaters

“I got transferred to the air corps and

became a statistical analysis technician.I
raids for the seventh
analyzed
air force in the Southern Pacific.”
s
ButCrans
views onton’
nuclear weapons slowly changed whi
at thele
labora-

Union and the United States, Cranston

and his

constituted
the first

of scientists
to work on nuclear

after WWIL

Their work site was Los Alamos Na-

where the atomic bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and N
were

the 1940s.

a

Located 25 miles northwest of Santa
oamaiens as a young
compe
.
After
ving payee
Stanford University,
he went to work at
Los Alamosin the nuclear weapons labo-

ratory.

ee

said. “A town in
which onein 15 of all
held a Ph.D. is
men, women and children

but typical.”

Cranston’s inter-

est when the first two atomic bombs were

dropped on Japan.

ee

Repairing

ton cam-

pus is sealed

The Skill Crafts Union filed a
rievance ee
against
Piant
tions
the Institute of Industrial Technology for
allegedly violating a clause in
its state contract.

The clause forbids contractworking workout to non-union
ers.
The conflict arose when the
Institute, a new student-run
business, repaired some shelves
in the University Print Shop.
“What happened was the
print sh
an
cy,”
industrial
said Eric Van Duzer,
senior. “And since
at
is usually slow to re-

spond

decided to give usa

We didn’t know f was an
infringement, and the people

him
to HSU.

“At the time I strongly believedwe

should build more nu

duiesanenss

work and falls under the jurisdiction of a Plant Operations labor contract with the union.
work is independent
Plant
tions, and
local workers bid on the work.
“When we found out it wasn’t

charge-back work, but on.

after

This wo

at the Lawrence

vermore Laboratories,” he said.
Cranston worked as a consultant on

nuclear power reactors at the Livermore
Lab between
1964 and 1969.

“By

1969, I was strongly opposed to

ing any more (reactors).

7 realized how dangerous
Because they are operated by human
beingsand
human beings make mistakes,
and terrible disasters happen when mistakes are made in nuclear power reactors,” he said.

Sound

Quality

Se

Tim Moxon, director of plant

nance work,
plant o
work, we oi
like to =
isfy
the grievance because we
di yen know,” Van Duzer said.
posing “numerous
offers of compromise” to the
union, Van Duzer was told that
the union wanted to do both
maintenance and charge-back
work
on cam

reac-

tors. But I changed
my views
on nuclear

When It Comes1

work for the CSU system,” said
Glenn Carter, the union’s local
chief steward. “These
guys are
bidding
on jobs that plant ops
usually does.
“Our positionisif thereis —_
le
on this campus to do, our
should do it. We ene dale
charge-back work before it was
Carter
a
—

who called didn’t know either.”

he said.

he began research
on nuclear
power reactors. He worked there until
1962, when his yearning to teach brought

He became actively involved with the
American Federation of Scientists,
an organization which tookon political overto nes.
“I think it was very important in the
out
atomic
early days of
of the hands of the > military and into the
of civilians,” Cranston said. “The
hands
aes actually wrote a bill to do just
it,
lobbied Congress to
that
which it did.
iad

Grievance filedJ against Industrial Technology
on

tory,”

tory.

tional Laboratory
of Los Alamos, N.M.,
and built

ae 1956 we had so many bombsin our
it seemed stupid to keep buildinn and tacltes ee
tthe weapons laboratory and
in
the nuclear reactor part of the labora-

in the military, he was
sed by the event, but re-

ng hybuildithe
said. “The hard
drogen bomb Eagle hae before I 5

——

tions, did not ean

on

the validity of the grievance or
theapparentinfringement
ole
esi tofof industriel Tech-

effectively
cut off

the institute.

“The whole point is that we

plant ops has had to
_
people with seniorsome
lay off
ity,” Moxon said. “People are
sensit
to this ive
issue and
the labor union feels thatall work
(on campus) falls under their
area.”

e.
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HSU professors inspired Holly Yashi duo

™@ Holly Hosterman and
Paul Lubitz are
recognized for their
contributions to HSU.

A native Arcatan, Hosterman went to
HSU because of its proximity and

graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
art in 1977.
“| had everything all figured out to
the very minimum amount of units I

By Laura Naas

TOMBERIACK STAFF

Inspirational professors at HSU
sparked an interest in jewelry making
into a successful
that
and
venture for two
HSU alumni.
Holly Hosterman and Paul Lubitz
from
both graduated with art
HSU and combined their

talents to

form Holly Yashi Design, an interna’ tionally-known jewelry manufacturing
company based in Arcata. |
For a decade of success in their
profession and their contributions to
the campus and community,
Hosterman and Lubitz are
bei
awarded the HSU Alumni
Association’s Who’s Who Award for
1992, to be presented at the Homecoming banquet Oct. 24.
“The combination of their individual
talents — Holly as artistic director and

Paul as marketing director — has

worked harmoniously to turn an idea

into an enterprise that is every
entrepreneur's dream,” said Pamela
Allen, director of Alumni Affairs and
Annual Giving, in a press release.
Holly Yashi is known throughout the
world for its vibrant line of metallic
jewelry.
“We're very surprised, very grateful
and very honored to be chosen,”

Hosterman said.
Hosterman and Lubitz pooled their
skills to create Holly Yashi in a garage,
and it quickly moved to a 5,000 squarefoot factory across the street from a

could take to graduate,” Hosterman

said.
“In my junior year I really got tumed
on to art, metals and jewelry making.
That's when it got really fun for me,
hours and hours
being able to
I loved to do the
the thing
pursuing
most — which was, at the time, jew,” she said.
Hosterman saidProfessor David
LaPlantz inspired her to continue with
jewlery making.

—

Lubitz, originally from Connecticut,
said he chose HSU because he loved the
setting and had friends here.
“I thought it was a great place to go
to school,” he said. “1 liked the setting
and there were a few very inspiring
teachers — once you get jazzed about a
subject you end up pursuing it.”

Lubitz graduated in 1979 with a
bachelor’s degree in industrial arts. He
‘went on to earn a master’s in education
in 1980 and two teaching credentials.
Allen said the two have contributed
substantially to HSU in numerous
ways, including appearing as guest
lecturers for careerdays, art classes
and
the Expanding Your Horizons program,
aruebuadteGien’
Ss.
’
They support annual scholarships at
Arcata, Eureka and
high
schools and contribute $4,000
yearly
jewelry and funds to support commu-

nity projects.

PAUL OHNERSORGEN
THE LUMBERJACK

Holly Hosterman and Paul Lubitz, known for their line of metallic jewlery, will
receive this year's HSU Alumni Who's Who Award.
“Our goal is to
rt artistic
Alistair McCrone to serve on the HSU
endeavors in H
t County,”
Advisory Board.
Lubitz said. .
The board advises McCrone on a
In addition to this award, Hosterman _ range of issues from the community's
has been named by HSU President
perspective.

RHYTMIC WORKSHOP
ARCATA HAIR sHOP
Gianna Jessen
Gianna is 17 years old, but she doesn't

@ have a Birthday. Gianna was never born.
| Now she shares her semarkable story

October Special

with the people of Humboldt County.
Come ann DBE a Friend to hear this
storyof
survial and pain,
hope and .

10 Sessions $25. reg. $30

joy... the love of God manifest through

5 Sessions $13.50 reg. $16.50

a young girl, whose life is a miracle and
and an inspiration. oe

special good until Oct 31

Two opportunities . . .
8

4011

2

>. 2

$T. + ARCATA oun

¢ 7p.m. Saturday
Oct. 10 at
High School Auditorium
($2 for students)
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Computer technology at HSU grows slow, but sure
@ Computer use has grown substantially

There are
a

t other labs on
for students

dition of small classes with the

from new technology to continue “small

professors there,” Burroughs
and indepandentetudy, Bastian said.
withough HSU students are
said.

college tradition.”

ee

at HSU, but administrators shy away

technological advances in an ef-

fort to keep the campus “a little

break, and

while
universities embrace
ernization, HSU administrators are
to leave

the fax machines with

the deal-

ers.

more human.”
But while administratorshave
shied from
such as

ee

and

Ann

ipngeacereiae
cider wanctardaiem

puters at HSU have been sub-

in a rural
vob communities that
surround the campus.
said an answer to
this
problem
could
be
systems
in
com ee

stantial.
There are 248 hours of classes

gies which will soon te
be ona

said

on,

advances in

with com-

Kevin Bastian, HSU’s ..director of computing and telecom-

oa

Bastian

computer information sys-

sores
The age of computing
throughs is u

Both

able
to HSU.

tion, HSU has turned away from

t althougha computer
wil
eventually be able to
the
information,
it will never beable
to teach or to monitor a student’s
and heethe students

indificult
really balieve

ity to nnalio hose kinds of podge-

incredible breakthroughs in the

about exploring, but would
probably
conjure against the tra-

world of com
are human,” B
. “Then,of
course, there’s the issue of if we
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¢ Video Games

¢ Street Fighters

After a one-year sabbatical, it's
time for the ghost writers of Food for
Thought to once again promote,
emote and devote time and energy
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scoala

said the technolo Wa

its way
to HSU. Students may
eventually
more time in
front of a screen than in front of

a professor.
“It’s an area where we have to

more,”
he said. “It would

is a “stop
and go store”
that features
natural oane, p bate buliding
supplements,
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smart health and beauty aids.
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Columbus Day committee plans
events, denounces celebrations

~~

@ The committee has

ganizations have taken a neutral position.

planned events tomorrow

1992as “Columbus
mation Sept. 2 designating
ts
Year.” The
Encounter Quincen
of Columbus and the Columbus-Free
Committee drafted a quincentennial
conthose
with
es
sympathiz
that
mation
Day and those who support
demn Col
it. The Humboldt County Board of Supervi-

the quincentennial.
By John Harrah
TUMBERJACK STAFF

While some Americans celebrate the 500th

Tears”
The reading
eme “50

Oo

years—

is in the Kate

Buchanan Room from 6:30-9:30

p.m. tomorrow.
Oe

today,

studentdrum event

Na-

tive American speakers tomor-

row, and a Native American

women’s panel Friday, all of
which begin at noon on the

sections according to topics like,

Give us something

as

re.”
-

Oe

RUSSELL BONHAM

HSU Intercept program director

through Sunday. There is also an anti-Columbus display, presented by M.E.Ch.A., in the
library.

to hang

— Liz Neely

Club symposium to
set up mutual
agenda

Groupsof indigenous peoples across the counwill observe

the

quincentennial from the standpoint of those

who were here before Columbus, but some or-

“The general trend has

been one of overall devasta-

_—

tion for Native American

will

le,” said Russell Boham,

, which pro-

motes the Native American
study of science and natural

—

“(Columbus)

Services
symposium

cultural and religious

An o
iscussion
od
will follow and all eee are

encouraged to attend and

“Whatever assessment you put on it, good

history,” said HSU History

ena:
ra

resol

who would view an observation of Columbus
bly beneficial to the
Day as neutral or
ian culture,” Bo.

William Tanner.

s

Tuseedeee
set a mutual agenda
between campus 0
tions.
Seven clubs have been invited
to discuss their concerns and
goals for the year in hopes of

irector of the HSU Inter-

a monumental

spaces.

— Liz Neely

New CSU campus
unaffected
by cuts
The

cuts that hit the

California
State University system left the newest campus in
San Marcos virtually unscathed.

tained
Pamela Brown,
associate professor, at 826-4343.

resources.
“| think it would be an unusual individual

or bad, it was

... identifying abusive

behavior.”
The sessions are confidential.
More information can be ob-

to be
oT little so
of.
ud
at
a = ee ae

cept

total of 14,00 bicycle parking

t is abuse,

Situation,” or

anyway

provide
HSU with a

in an Abusive

“Effectsof Li

Giuntini,an Italian-American, said at ped —e P _
the propo
th-Free
sodeenaian
” Ttalians, who arealready
known
by the “Mafia stereotype.

the

Se

events to start tomorrow and run

as in Arcata

The sessions are divided into

s’ voyof bed
beginning
ages fortheew Native
Neutral Or POssibly times
Americans.

TheColumbus Day Committee, comprised of
, has
a few American Indian Alliance mem

as well

Day

Columbus

ter.

at a March 18 council meeting.

of

observation

Quad.

planned

Women’s group meetings for
on violence in
critical
dating, live-in relationships and
offered on
marriage are
Wednesdays from 4 p.m. to 5:30
th Cenp.m.at the Student

resident Catherine Giuntini

individual who
would view an

Peary

aes “

The racks

the City Council in
had
HSU students
March to declare Arcata a “Columbus MythFree Zone.” The idea was attacked by Arcata

anniversary of Columbus’ voyage to the New
World, Native Americans on campus will observe the quincentennial with contempt.
Native American studentson
campus have formed aColum“1 think it would
bus Day committee and scheduled a multicultural poetry be an unusual
reading and other events in ob-

ture ae saan eae ar
perso!
fesso
= =
aes
96

portation.

tion.

sors adopted a similar

servance of Columbus Day,
which is Monday.
The informal event will fea-

for
os this fall. The $40
ca tow racks came from parking fine and forfeiture money
designated
for alternative trans-

The Arcata City Council adopted a procia-

through Sunday to observe

nt oe Public

occurrence in

ticipate

ated

t Chair

created one

even
if they are not

with any of the groups.
The symposium will be in

Founders

world where before there were two. In fact

Room

p.m.

they were both old worlds.”

par-

affili-

116 at 7

ange County area, the CSU Board
of Trustees
constant
funding
of CSU San Marcos during the budget crisis.
“E
y's been real supveof the new campus,” said
een Bentley Adler, spokesn for the CSU: Board of
stees. “It’s difficult to cut the

(San Marcos)

because it’s

so small
and it just opened up.”
Although construction is oi
in

, CSU San Marcos

opened Aug. 31 to almost 2,000
students.
The campus, which accepts
juniorsand seniorsonly, relieved
some of the pressure from
crowded San
State University.

Plans for next year at San
Maroos include expanding the
curriculum to include master’s
Pp

in education
and busi-

ness administration.
— Michelle Van Aalst

Discover Kinko's

Want to be home with mom and dad all
Christmas break?

Or spend a week or two in Hawail or Mexico?

We have some great rates for travel
offer
Jan 8th.

Come by our office. Located
on campus to
help you with you holiday plans.
We’re located in the UC Center
Office hours are:

Mon.-Fri.
Wed.

9a.m. to 4p.m.

10a.m. to 4p.m.

822-7676 _
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Former HSU professor dies

Faculty, staff opt for
‘golden handshake’

ot oe a

Anewlya
ved incentive
may hasten retirement plans for many faculty and staff in the CSU s
The “Golden Handshake” bill was signed by Gov. Pete
as a budget

impact-

reduction measure. It was approved in the hope that older,
higher-paid faculty and staf
would retire and be replaced
by lower-paid employees.
If CSU employees
opt for retirement
before the end of the
semester, it could
leave some classes without professors to
teach them.
Retiring faculty may continue to teach throughout the
1992-93 academic year only if they can maintain “academic
integrity.” To maintain academic integrity, the retiring faculty member mustbe teaching a course required for a major

Pitas
love for students, his hu-

morous character, and his outgoing attitude was a warm invi-

tation to the many people he

‘He was involved
in the cre-

involving
ationofmany
Rothrock continued to perseas the
such
at
arts
the
_
1965-66academic
inthe
and
vere
Humthe
Theatre,
year took a leave of absence to Childrens
the beginin drama at boldt Arts Council,
diploma
a
pursue
crening of the Mime program,
the University of Manchester.
ative dramatics and dance
After returning to HSU,
Rothrock established a faculty courses and improvisation.
Rothrock served as a catalyst
with various
exchange

The cost of the incentive is estimated at $35-$45 million

systemwide and will be covered by lottery funds. An estimated 750 faculty will take advantage of the program,
which will save 1,100 faculty jobs, according to figures
published by the California Faculty Association Report.
ee
ee eer
eligible to retire, 29
faculty and 10 staf
members have applied for retirement,
said Personnel Officer Lee Simmons.
Faculty membersin their late 50s or early 60s would be
“almost
to look at what that retirement
benefit would
do for them,” Simmons said.
Biology professor Jack Yarnall said he had planned on
retiring in a couple of years, but the difference in benefits if
he retires now wouldn’t be significant.
“T haven't

t.

a

Richard Rothrock, one of the
major influences
in establishing
the Theatre
Arts Department at
HSU, died of cancer Sunday.
He was 59.
Rothrock began working
as a
technical
director at HSU in 1961,
justafter the
of the LanArts Building and when
speech and drama department consisted of only four

By Russ Anderson

Wilson in August and is d

Wednesday,
Oct. 7, 1992

worked with
t his 30
years of service with HSU and
the community.
Rothrock’s willingness to
break the mold of contemporary
education was also exhibited in
his constant involvement with
the department.
Rothrock directed at least one
play each year he was on campus, occasionally d
scenery or lighting, began teamtaught courses and established
the revised curriculum of the
Theater Arts
t in the
1980-81 year. Rothrock was an
institution himself.
retired last year and
_ Rothrock
by his wife Janice,
is survived
his son Tom and daughter
ae
will be held
services
Sa

in building the vision of thede- V

English universities.

Theatre.

all the numbers back, but based on my

calculations, yeah, I’m going to retire,” Yarnall said.
of the CSU employtage
The retirement benefitisa
ees
highest-paid 12-month period. For example, if a faculty
or staff member has been employed for 30 years
and is 60
years old, that employee would receive60 percent of the pay
earned in the 12-month period. CSU ren considering
retirement
must be at least
50 years
old.
members four adfaculty
gives
incentive
The retirement
already worked.
years
the
of
OP
on
ditional years of credit
60-year-old
Non-faculty receive two additional years. The
faculty member retiring after 30 years would get credit for
t to 68
34 years worked, increasing the retirement

LET THE LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIEDS SELL IT
FOR YOU
826-3259

percent.

for faculty
The four-year incentive windowof availability
members started Aug. 15 and applications must be in by
Oct. 3. Staff members’ window for the the incentive began
Aug. 27 and expires Oct. 31.
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With Student I.D.

Use
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Annual Competition for
Fulbright Grants

GRADUATION
WRITING
PROFICIENCY
EXAMINATION

—

Competition closes Oct. 12, 1992 for Fulbright Grants

z

e
[atiyr
iii: ze

for graduate study abroad in academic fields and for
professional training in the creative and proforming arts.

Registration Deadline:

: aut
BE
: il ii

The purpose of these grants is to increase mutual
understanding between the people of the United States and
other countries through the exchange of persons, knowlege

FRIDAY OCTOBER 16

At the Testing Center
153 Student Business Services Bldg.

and skills.

e

=z

For all Grants, Applicants must be U.S. citizens at the
time of application and hold a bachelor’s degree or its
eqivelent by the beginning date of the grant. Creative and
performing artists are not required to have a bachelor’s
degree, but they must have four years relevent training or
study.

The Test Will Be Given

SATURDAY NOVEMBER

7

Students eligible after completion of:
1. — 60 semester an ( tailor standing)
2. - English 100 or equivalent

All applicants are required to have sufficient proficiency
in the language of the host country to carry out their
proposed study or research.

For additional information contact:
Susan Bicknell

THIS ISA
GRADUATION
REQUIRMENT

Siemens Hall 212
826-3949

GP

tN A a

Deadline for receipt of application is
October 12, 1992
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Community may face water shortage
@ With the source of Arcata’s
water at its lowest level since
1977, officials prepare the area

of Stage'll is to make residents aware there is a
situation that could
get worse.
“We need their hap to conserve water,” Tyler said.
Water conservation information was mailed to Arcata

for the possibility of water-use

—
to be shown on Arcata Community Access
elevision during October, Tyler said.
If there is not sufficient rainfall by early November,
the HBMWDwill
enact Stage Ill of the contingency plan,
Bolli said. Stage ITI
requires a 10 to 15 percent reduction
in water use.
This will take effect if Ruth Lake drops to
40
nt of its capacity.
Cepending on the weather, the situation may change.
“If we do get some rainfall we may never get past Stage
IL,” Bolli said.
“If we have a dry winter we could be looking at a '77
situation in ‘93, or possibly worse,” he said.
In 1977 the HBMWD came within two weeks of ordering severe water cutbacks, including the shutdown of
both pulp mills, Bolli said.
At this time in 1976 Ruth Lake was at a higher level
than it is now, Bolli said, but a dry winter followed,

residents this month. A water conservation video is also

reduction.
By John Kittmeyer
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Arcata and the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
District (HBMWD) are once again making plans for a
water emergency.
The plans are a result of an ex
seventh year
of drought conditions, but it does not appear the
situation is going to get worse this year, said Arthur
Bolli, general manager of the HBMWD.
Even though
Ruth Lake, the reservoir
serving Arcata
and other parts of Humboldt County, is now at 52
percent of its capacity, Bolli is optimistic.
“The statistics indicate that we would be full some-

creating a severe shortage in 1977.

time this year or early the next,” he said.

Although the water-shortage contingency plan was
not in effect in 1977, Bolli said the situation then would
have rated a Stage V.
The HBMWD relies on river flow statistics to plan
future releases, Bolli said.

plier to Arcata, Eureka and surrounding water service districts, has recommended its customers enter
Stage II of its five-stage water-shortage contingency
plan.

Because of the drought, the watershed is drier than
normal, but he said according to the statistics the situa-

This is the lowest level the lake has been since 1977,
Bolli said. It is normally at 60 percent of capacity this
time of year.
The HBMWD, which is the wholesale water sup-

Arcata has responded by urging residents to voluntarily conserve water. Stephen Tyler, director of
environmental services for Arcata, said the main

ee

tion should not get much worse this year.

Agencies which distribute water to more than 3,000
customers are required by the state Department of Water Resources to develop a five-stage water-shortage
contingency plan.

There’s more to Arcata’s water

than just turning the faucet

SCOTT FLODIN/ THE LUMBERJACK

Runners want cuts in
nuclear arms budget
By Fernando M. Aguirre
LUMBERJACK STAFF

By John Kiffmeyer
LUMB
8

Not everyone believes the annual Farewell to Arms Race

should be called “farewell to arms.”
The 10-kilometer run is sponsored by Citizens for Social
Responsibility (CSR).

The water thatcomes
out
of the tap in Arcata makes
an interesting journey to

he intent is to raise public consciousness about nuclear
armament in this country, said David Keniston, coordinator

get here.
Rainfall and snow melt
from the area around
South Fork Mountain in
Southern Trinity

of CSR.
Keniston said the U.S. government spends $290 billion a
year to build up the military.

County

are collected in Ruth Lake.
The lake is on the Mad
River, 79 miles upstream
from Arcata.
Water is then passed
through a hydroelectric
generator and released
into the Mad River, said
Arthur Bolli, general manager of the Humboldt Bay
Municipal Water District
(HBMWD).
At Essex, just a
of
Arcata, water is
from the ap
i .
Ranney wells that stan in

the cade.

“That's more than 50 percent of the 1992 budget,” he said.
“We have the strongest defense in the world. It wouldn’t hurt
us in any way to reduce weapons.”

Now that the Berlin Wall has been torn down and the
Soviet threat is non-existent, education should be priority,
Keniston said.
Yet “nuclear weapons are increasing while we watch our
country fall apart,” he said.

JoAnn Stanhope,
Republican Central
in strong education
“I don’t think we
Ranney welis in Essex, near Arcata, draw water from 60 feet
underground
to be fluoridated and chlorinated.
a

on Korlox Hl above Wet

lion gallons of water
per day,
said Stephan Tyler, Arcata’ ‘s

dee receives its water

director of environmental
services.

The Ranney wells, which
are 13 feet in diameter
and

about 40 feet high, draw

fromthe HBMWDatapump

He said the HBMWD sup-

water from the sand and __ station on Alliance Road.

fie. about 11 million gal-

surface, Bolli said..
From there, Bolli said,
chlorine is added and the

fed to one of fifteen stor
tanks located in the hills
above Arcata, Bolli said.

residential customers

about 45 million gallons of
water per day to its indus-

water is pumped toaone-

= Arcata uses about 2.5 mil-

trial customers.

gravel
60 feet below the _It is then fluoridated
and

Of water per day to its
and

chairperson of the Humboldt County
pempessaces said that while she believes
she also believes in strong defense.
should say farewell to all arms,”

Stanhope said. “Farewell normally means goodbye to

everything, and I don’t believe in that.
Bh oe i
to
our country to a degree,” she said.
a reduction of weapons would be a good
ideaaif the sadaction would be enough to protect our
shores.”
Keniston said CSR aims at reducing arms but not “saying
farewell to all arms.”
“We need to work on peace on a local, national and global

level,” he said.

jalan

the race should generate a
imately $3,000 to
eniston said, “it’s the after-effect
we're looking for.
People get connected with the ee
event is open to runners of all
More-information is available from
David Keniston at 8227005.
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Frank Riggs, Republican Banking
Dan Hamburg, Democrat
esentative from Windsor; member of House
Incumbent U.S.
Mendocino County Supervisor from 1981 to
Coast Opport unities Inc. and director of the
Center; graduated with a B.A. from Stanford
phy and religion from the California Institute

1985; was executive director of North
Ukiah Valley Child Development
and received a master’s in philosoof Integral Studies.

Finance
reform
for
pushed
;: member of “Gang of Seven” that

and Urban. Affairs

of California Job Training
of the House of Representatives; former member

3

Coordinating Council.

FA

a massive federal contribution to education, a better system to
°Su
determine skills and smailer class sizes.
Quoted:
“Bush's America 2000 Plan is basically a plan to gut public education. If we're
going to have a quality education system, we're going to have to pay for it.”
“There's more to building the education system back than an equation of dollars.”
“We're treating schools like they're some kind of factory that we just move people
through, churn them through.”

as essential
° Advocates reinstating alternative energy research and development for
the
es
subsidi
federal
part of the energy program of the country. Opposes
.
industry
oil
the
to
es
subsidi
nuclear power industry and calls for reduction of
impact
c
economi
giving
$s
regulations and
Opposes easing environmental
the same weight as environmental considerations for new laws or projects.
Quoted:
“We need to clean - toxic waste in this country. Trees are a renewable resource
— they do grow back.”

for an
e Favors reducing military al by 10 percent per year for five
Gppecet
sgende.
c
domesti
on
spent
be
to
of $140 billion
savingted
estima
capital-gains tax cut for wealthiest one percent.
¢ Supports investing in infrastructure of schools, mass transit, ports, water and
waste systems.
° Proposes to put unemployed fishermen to work restoring streams and fisheries,
put unemployed timber workers to work restoring forests and create a Civilian
Conservation Corps to create jobs.
Quoted:

porate federal aid to higher
e Supports a higher education authorization bill to incor
education and another package for K-12.
sal linking education to
“| support a DLC (Democratic Leadership Council) propoe to cover the cost of your
stanc
national service of some form. You could get
service.
al
nation
for
return
in
ven
forgi
be
- education. It would

Advocates a reformed Stark Bill
¢ Supports federal funding of salmon restoration.
ive saving Headwaters forest, a grove

that is similar to the “Forests Forever” initiat
of privately owned old-growth redwoods.

ae a community growth “bootstraps” program. S
usinesses for start up and expansion.
acres of PALCO’s forest, which would cost Dos gr oy

Me

federal loans to
buyout of 29,000

ENT
NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEM
, the
° Says NAFTA will create an economic powerhouse benefitting Canada

United States and Mexico.
Quoted:
as the
“NAFTA allows us to address shared concerns in addition to trade, such
”
health.
and
ation
immigr
,
environment, population control

FOREIGN

POLICY

Supports “UN resolution to use any means necessary, including force, to deliver
humanitarian aid to the victims of war in Bosnia-Herzegovina.”

“We should be the leader in creating jobs and industries that will provide for

generations to come.”

AGREEMENT

Opposes “fast-track” free-trade and tax policies that export American jobs to
jexico.

FOREIGN

POLICY

° Opposes nuclear testing. Supports closing U.S.
billion to defend
bases abroad. “We spend $17
Norway.”

|

TRADE

FREE

AMERICAN

NORTH

° Offers plan with several cost control features, administrative billing reforms ande
several tax incentives designed to cover every single American. Would eliminat
dropping people based on pre-existing conditions.
Includes vouchers worth up to $3,700 for every
low-income family. Retains marketplace
competition. Offers tax credit for employed
individuals.
Quoted:
“Our health care reform package has 11
points of commonality. It doesn’t provide
er-financed health care for upper-income
ti
individuals.”

Supports single, government-sponsored healthcare plan for universal access.

Part one of The Lumberjack’s weekly

Quoted:
“Health care costs have spiralled over the course of

coverage of the '92 elections.

the decade. The Republicans have ignored
the issue for 12 years while 20
percent of Americans have

no health insurance.”
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Bird wins federal order

Laundromats offer
clean fun, clothes

@ Although the marbled murrelet is now
listed as a protected species, efforts are

being made to take it off the list.

By John Kitfmeyer

TOMBERIACK STAFF

By Beau Redstone

Some students, because they are so busy studying, leave
that pile of laundry in the corner until the holidays when
they can take it home and wash it for free.
But what do you do if you saw that pile move itself
across the floor of your room last night? You take it all
down to a laundromat.
The Lumberjack surveyed seven laundromats in Arcata.
Each was rated by the cost of a one-load wash, cost of
drying and what was available to do while waiting for
your laundry.
At 75 cents

Wednesday, Oct. 7, 1992
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A federal order went into effect Thursday that will protect
the marbled murrelet
as a threatened species.

The federal listing means that
the murrelet and its habitat will
have more protection on public

and private lands.
Asan expected side effect, the

per load, the Sunnybrae Launderette has the

order marked the resumption of

cheapest washing machines. The cost to d
is consistent with almost every other place
in town; 25 cents for 10

logging restrictions in areas

where the bird lives.
The Pacific Lumber Company

voluntarily halted logging operations June

minutes.

19 in a 237-acre

area near Carlotta known asOwl
Creek. The company was under

There are a few plastic chairs to sit in while
waiting and there is a
es of magazines too.
t also appears the Lo-

the threat of a stop-work order

by the California Department of

Forestry.
PL, which logged a 20-acre
area of old-growth redwood

cated at 64 Sunnybrae Centre, Sunnybrae Launderette is

open 24 hours, because there is no door.
M.O.M.S. Laundromat, 5000 Valley West Blvd., offers

near Owl Creek before halting
its operation, conducted a survey of its own prior to the operation.

free use of its dryers if you wash your clothes there.

The cost to wash a load of laundry yourself is $1.75.
M.O.M.S. will do your laundry for you for $3.50. There’s
not much to do while you wait, but there are a lot of stores

nearby. M.O.M.S. is open from 7 a.m. until 9 p.m. daily.
For entertainment the Westwood Laundromat and Arcade at 2505 Alliance Rd. takes first prize.
To wash a load costs $1, and there is a video arcade
complete with pinball games and the must-see Carnival of
Fun. The Westwood Laundromat is open from 8 a.m. to 8
.m.
r Arcata Speedwash, 1080 F St., charges $1.25 per load to

“We told the world we wanted

Commission heard from resi-

29).”

The department is now conducting a 90-day study to determine conclusively if the
murrelet should be placed on
the federal threatened species
list.
“It is technically possible to
conclusively show that we can
take it off the list,” Carroll said.
The marbled murrelet, with
an estimated population of
2,000, has a habitat that spans
from Northern California to
Alaska, exclusively in coastal
areas. It isnot known if the northern murrelet mingles with its
counterpart in the lower states.
“There is a question of
Carroll said.
Bullwinkel said PL already
treats the murrelet as an endangered species.
North Coast lumber companies with old-growth timberland that will feel the effects of
the federal listing include Pacific Lumber, Simpson Timber
Co. subsidiary Arcata Redwood

that of the northern spotted owl.

This is expected to mitigate the

Co.,and Miller-Rellim Redwood

pain felt by logging companies,
which have already made

in Crescent City.

changes because of the owl.
Phil Carroll, information spe-

dents on how to improve the
city.
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub
chaired the “town hall meeting”
to generate interest in the city’s
goals. Residents recommended
72 improvements ranging from

up our minds by Tuesday (Sept.

ing in the Owl Creek area,” said
PL
spokesperson
Mary

murrelet’s habitat coincides with

For over an hour Tuesday the
Arcata City Council Planning

phone interview from Portland,
Ore. “The judge told us to make

whether the lower three states
have a separate population,”

cies Act,” said PL spokesperson
David Galitz about the logging.
About two-thirds of the

City hears public
views on planning

six months to substantiate the
issue,” Carroll said in a tele-

“Studies showed that the
marbled murrelet was not nest-

Bullwinkel.
“There were absolutely noviolations of the Endangered Spe-

wash, but while you are van
can sit on a big
comfortable couch and peruse about a year’s worth of
People magazines.
Arcata
wash offers full service for double the cost
per load. Hours are 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
The Uniontown Launderette, at 600 F St., charges $1.25
to wash a load.
There is a video game in the back and a bookshelf loaded
with paperbacks
for $1 each. Full-service washing is offered for double the cost. The Uniontown Launderette is
open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
The Northtown Laundromat charges $1 to wash a load
of laundry.
There are video games and a pinball machine. Patrons
who dig the zen of spinning on
pay $2 to watch
it spin in a washer that looks like a chrome-plated nuclear
reactor with a picture window.
The Northtown Laundromat, 778 18th St., is open from
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
The Valley West Laundromat, 1551 Giuntoli Ln., charges
$1 to wash a load of laundry, but 25 cents buys only nine
minutes in the dryer. It is open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

cialist for the U.S.
artment
of Fish and Wildlife, said the
listing was made in part due to
pressure from a federal judge.

- T-SHIRTS

a paving moratorium and slow,

sustainable development to
bringing in industry to create
more jobs.
Council and planning commission members will appear at
five “neighborhood meetings”
every Thursday to receive more
comments from the public. The
next meeting is Oct. 22 at the

Bloomfield School at7 p.m.

— Tom Gjerde

Free yard trimming
collection offered
Arcata residents can get rid of
yard trimmings on Saturdays

between 10a.m. and 3 p.m. until
Oct. 31.

Lawn clippings, leaves, brush
trimmings and branches will be
collected as part of a pilot
composting project at 2901
Ericson Way, off West End Road.
There is also a collection site on
South G Street, across from Pacific Drywall.

mares

* SWEATSHIRTS

SCREENPRINTING
Hours: Mon.- Sat.

10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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Sunny Brae Center
Arcata
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MT Video
Correction of last week’s Money Grubber:
s $3 for all but children’s movies, which are
cha

.

¥

7

;

$1.50. Mondays through Thursdays are 2-for-1 days.
MT Video gives HSU students with a valid ID card $1
off on one movie. The Lumberjack regrets the errors
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On the Plaza + Arcata * 826-9577

1031 H St.

Arcata

822-3450

White sheep,
Black sheep,

to warm your tum...or fill with ice to
soothe a headache. Chintz accented
and layette size available too!

By Beau Redstone
Forest-dwelling species in the Mad River watershed maybe
threatened by Simpson Timber Co.'s construction of a main
haul road.
is under construction, would

sever a

seven-acre old-growth stand from surrounding secondgrowth forest.
According to a press release from wildlife biologists working for Citizens for Mad River (CMR), the road would jeopardize the integrity of the old-growth stand because fragmented

Noon siren out to lunch
15 years of it's
lunch-time wail, the

John Kiffmeyer

~~
STAFF
(UMBERIACK

border the old-growth stand. Simpson also has Department of
Forestry approval to cut the trees.
CMR member Dan Close said Simpson released a statement

firefighters, broke down in
August.

saying it had come to an agreement with CMR. Close said no
agreement has been reached yet.
“Weare trying to work this out so we don’t end up going at

each other,” he said.
Due to the mediation process, neither side is talking to the
media.
“Topics of discussion in the mediation are confidential,”
Otto VanEmmirik of Simpson Timber said. “It is the agreement we have with the facilitator.”
The only recourse for challenging road construction and

similar projects is initiating a mediation process, as CMR has

The siren, until recently
used to alert volunteer

As well as sounding when

there was a fire, the siren was
also tested daily at noon, a
familiar sound in downtown
hearthatsirenI

couldn’t go to
lunch,” said

Joann Stuart, a

florist at Julie's

organization.

the fire station,

unningham,
rane lives —

from

said he had

convenience

Just when

you

before it

Arcate

realize the

beauty Of

stopped
working.
“Just when

.

ay. I'm kind

of bummed.

Kevin
CUNNINGHAM

sabia

olan

ne ere
eee

$3.25

1.25

2.25

5.25

Peppermint Schnapps

$1.25 a Shot!

lanner

y, tri

Steve

but was re-

which

uired to test

e siren and

runs t

otel Arcata,

said, “Some guests did com-

plain. Most are from out of

keep it in

town and they did not under-

However, it
became sort ofa

Murphy said the siren is no
lon or ented because the

tradition, he

said.

stand what it was.”

rs.

firefighters now ca

The demise of the siren wil

Some people _ actually save the fire'district

are glad the
siren has ceased
to wail.

money, Murphy said.
per year in
There were $70
siren,
the
to
costs related

int of not
being here at
noon,” said

month phone bill because the
siren was connected to the 911
dispatcher at the police station.
Murphy said not running the
siren is “a good way to cut
expenses without risk to the
community.”
Some of the volunteer
firefighters are considering
having the siren repaired.
They are looking into
donations or fund-raisers,
Murphy said.
The siren was installed in -1976, replacing an air horn that
was thought to be too loud.

“I make a

5-8P.M.

50

for

the community,

FRIDAY 4-SP.M.

75¢

sid

she hide

,

be a Big enn Rancher,

HAPPY HOUR
M-TH

“I won't miss it if it is gone,”

working order.

it

gets taken

aw

been tape
recording the
siren the day

on the plaza,

noon was not

something,

4 Kevin es
e street

ww

Kathleen Gritz, manager of
Cargill Realty. “The first time I
heard it I was completely
unprepared. I thought I was
having heart failure. It was
really, really bad.

you realize the beauty of
something, it gets taken
away,” he said. “I’m kind of
| bummed out.”
Fire Chief Ordell Murphy
said sounding the siren at
done as a

“If I did not

Florist.

Ee

JOHN KIFFMEYEFRY
THE LUMBERJACK

Whether the siren was liked or hated, it was rarely ignored.

Arcata.

done, or taking the timber company to court.
Close hopes to affiliate several groups under one umbrella
organization along with CMR. He said with a bigger organization more can be done to further the goals of each individual

Sidelines Sports Bar

|

mourned by few.

Simpson Timber Co. and CMR are currently involved in a
mediation process in hopes of avoiding a legal conflict.
“We're trying to keep a positive atmosphere,” said CMR
member Tiffany Allgood.
The road, approved by the Department of Forestry, would

(-

siren’s death is

It sounded like a
humongous dying goose.
That’s how one person
described the last moments of
~ the siren that sits atop the
Arcata Volunteer Fire Department.

stands have minimal ability to support populations of sensitive species.
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Budget-cut effects continue
@ Humboldt County
residents receiving aid
from health and
welfare programs may
see fewer benefits in
the coming months.
By Amy Gittelsohn

To help relieve the $7.92 billion
shortfall of the state's general fund,
$1.66 billion was cut from health-

and welfare-related services.

Health and
weifare®

“Ald to Families

with Dependent
Children (AFDC)

The elderly, disabled and poor are
feeling the state’s budget cuts — 21
percent of which came from health
and welfare programs.
The California

Health
and welfare cuts

nas

State

to

and
(SSVSSP)

budget includes $1.25

billion in health cuts, $122 million in
welfare-cuts and $292 million in state
gia to the aged, blind and disabled
This month Aid to Families with

bathing and cooking — because she

Dependent Children (AFDC) grants

has no feeling in her hands and feet.

were reduced by 4.5 percent. Another
1.3 percent will be cut from grants in
November, to total 5.8 percent in cuts.
Pending federal eo
grants
will be regionalize
According to Kathy
Polifroni, staff services
analyst for the Department
of Social services,
AFDC recipients in
lower-rent areas like
Humboldt County would have their
grants reduced by 7.5 percent, which
would reduce the monthly grant for a
family of three from $663 (pre-budget)
to $613.

Polifroni said about 4,100 families in

Humboldt County receive AFDC.

ae
to the elderly and disabled will be reduced by 5.8 percent,
dropping from $645 to $608 per month
for single people.
Sacramento’s health cuts will affect
McKinleyville resident Jane Goodwin
and her family. Goodwin lives with
her parents and works full time. Her
father works part time. Her mother
has diabetes.
Health cuts include a 12 percent reduction in hours to users of In-Home
Support Services (IHSS).
Goodwin said her mother now gets
help from IHSS every - — which
usually includes help with dressing,

* Includes Medi-Cal programe
SOURCE: California State Legislature
SCOTT FLODIN / THE LUMBERJACK

Other health cuts will take effect in

November.
Part of the Medi-Cal budget cuts
will include limits on the number of

rescriptions available
or diabetes patients
each month.
Goodwin’s mother
requires $300 to $400
in prescription drugs

per month, most of
which is paid by Medi-Cal.
“If that changes it could be real
detrimental to their (her parents’) in-

come right now,” Goodwin said.
Further Medi-Cal cuts include re-

ROBERT SCHEERY THE LUMBERJACK

Gayle Wiison, wife of Gov. Pete Wilson, speaks to approximately 130 people
about the importance of education and literacy for children and adults.

First lady speaks in Eureka
about increasing education
@ Gayle Wilson stresses
the importance of
education and the
nation’s literacy rate.
By Robert Scheer
LUMBERJACK STAFF

duced payments to providers for some

Gayle Wilson, wife of Gov. Pete
Wilson, made an appearance at the

Medi-Cal will stop
work, eye-glasses,

Wednesday to discuss the problem of
illiteracy in the United States.
Wilson was the keynote speaker on
Literacy Day, an event hosted locally
by the Times-Standard’s Newspapers

services.
If certain trailer bills are passed,

chiropractors.

paying for dental
hearing aids and

Goodwin said she isn’t sure yet what

effects the new Medi-Cal limitations
will have on the family’s lifestyle and
her mother’s health, but past cuts have
been painful.
“Basically I understand the reason-

ing to some extent,” she said. “But on
the other hand, I see my mother is
going blind because of diabetes... An
operation could have prevented that.
And Medi-Cal will not pay for that
because it (diabetes) is progressive.”

read before they can vote.”
O. John Spagnoletti, NIE’s coordinator, said NIE has three goals: To supply
newspapers to local school teachers for
classroom discussion, to work with the
area General Literacy Program and to
encourage newspapers to be brought
into the home.
“The United States ranks 49th in
literacy, a drop of 18 places since 1950,”
Spagnoletti said. “Our aim is to eliminate illiteracy in this area by the next
century.”
Wilson said illiteracy is a cycle that
can be halted by improving childrens’
education.
“I see literacy training as a major
preventive measure,” she said.
Kelly O’ Neill, who coordinated the
event, said the community support has
been positive. She also said more
progress needs to occur nationally as
well as locally.
“There are 27 million functionally
illiterate people in America,” he said.

Eureka Inn’s Colonnade Room last

In Education (NIE) program.
The approximately 130 people in
attendance represented the majority of

public and private schools in
Humboldt and Del Norte counties, as
well as many local businesses.
Wilson elaborated on the problems
of adult illiteracy.

The Times-Standard finances 50
percent of the NIE program. Remaining

“Americans will be voting on

funds come from businesses and

projects like the Super Collider,” she
said. "It’s important to have people
4

institutions on the North Coast.
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e Birth control services

e Free anonymous AIDS testing
. © Low cost non-prescription
birth control supplies
2316 Harrison Ave.,
Eureka
Mon. = Fri. 8:30 - 5

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961

Education: 445-2018

RICHARD Benoit D.D.S
Family Dentistry
¢ All Ages
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OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
707-822-7732

318 Suter $2, Suite 407 San francieco, CA 94108

« Wednesday Evening Available
¢ Preventative and Cosmetic Care

* Close to Campus
¢ Nitrous Oxide
1492 H. Street * (707) 822-7234
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SCIENCE
FUSION POWE
What is fusion?

Wednesday, October 7, 1992
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Fusion is the combination of light elements to make heavier elements and energy.

Artificial fusion uses hydrogen isotopes deuterium and tritium for fuel.

This nuclear energy source
has potential and problems

©

¢ If it were possible to heat the head of

By Greg Magnus
y 2050 we could have a miniature
sun on the earth. According to F.
David Peat's book "Cold Fusion:
the Making of a Scientific Controversy,”
scientists would like to have a nuclear
fusion reactor operating by that time.
There are, however, a few details that
haven't been worked out yet.
A fusion reactor works on the same
principle the sun’s core does: Hydrogen
ions are slammed together to create energy
The problem is creating the conditions
that will allow hydrogen to fuse.
The sun’s core temperature is 15 million degrees Celsius. Under somuch pressure — nearly one billion times the pres_ at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean —
@ gases are compressed to almost 15
times the density of lead.
Fusion reactors and the sun use a hyvote, ors is neither solid, liquid nor
gas. They use matter’s fourth state: plasma
— ionized gas which forms at 100,000
degrees Celsius. The ionized gas molecules conduct electricity and are highly

a pin to 100 million degrees Celsius and
sustain it, it could boil water 10,000 miles

A deuterium
nucleus has one
proton and one

electron(-).

away.

¢ A 15-foot sphere of plasma at that
temperature would radiate the same

For fusion to take place, two particles must be

brought close enough together so that the

strong nuclear force overrides their electric
repulsion. This normally requires a great deal

Enclosing the plasma
The sun is able to contain plasma because of its huge gravitation pull, said
Richard D. Gill in his book “Plasma Physics and Nuclear Fission Research,” but

chance that the particles will “tunnel” through
their repulsive barrier by chance.

of heat and energy, but there is a small

Two possible fusion reactions come from the combination of two deuterium nuclei.
The amount of deuterium found in a gallon of seawater yields as much energy as
300 gallons of gasoline.

even then it still leaks plasma as heat,

neutrons, visible light and a wide band of

ae
-Sao

radiation.

On earth, scientists use electromagnets
1,000 times more powerful than the earth’s
magnetic field to keep super-heated

8 + 8 —_>

plasma in check. The electromagnets direct the flow of plasma in a circular pattern away from the walls of the reactor, to
protect it and to keep the plasma as hot as
possible. Scientists are looking for ways
to build a better plasma trap to keep the
reaction going, to see how hot the plasma
can get and what it does at higher temperatures. The highest temperature recorded is more than 200 million degrees

Celsius.

High temperatures

Sun insulated
moreng
difficult.

Deuterium

Deuterium

Helium 3

(N)

size. The outside layers, which are hun-

dreds of thousands of miles thick, trap
the core’s heat like a huge blanket.
In the future, according to T.A.
Heppenheimer’s book “The Man-Made
Sun: the Quest for Fusion Power,” fusion

reactors might have a huge, powerful
microwave emitter that will sustain the

reaction, which

+

©

Tritium
Source: “Cold Fusion: The Making of a Scientilic Controversy,” F. David Peat

LEE MCCORMACK / THE LUMBERJACK

plasma’s temperature.
A fusion reactor also requires a con-

stant fuel source and some way to re-

Oe plasma that hot is very
The sun is hot because of it’s

Atritium nucleus
has one proton and
two neutrons.

neutron(N).

amount of energy as the sun.

energetic.

Princeton's fusion lab has theorized
that a temperature of over 100 million
degrees Celsius will be necessary to create. plasma that will produce more energy than it took to generate it. And this,
unfortunately, is a big problem.
Temperatures this high are hard tocomprehend:
¢ Ata few thousand d
the sturdiest metals on this planet
flash into vapor.

A nommal hydrogen
atom has one
proton(+) and one

move the helium it produces.
The sun is made of hydrogen and constantly feeds off itself. The sun’s hydro-

gen will be depleted in an estimated five
billion years. Most of the helium produced stays on the surface, but some

The final problem is radiation. A fusion
reactor smashes atoms together and fuses
the nuclei, releasing gamma radiation and
a neutron.
Neutrons dangerous

Gamma radiation can be shielded, but
neutrons are a more difficult problem.
Neutrons are dangerous, because unlike

slips free of the sun’s gravitational pull.

protonsand electrons they have nocharge,

Today’s fusion reactors can’t sustain a
reaction, so hydrogen injection and helium removal have not yet become a

which allows them to penetrate another
atom’s nuclear structure. This change of

major problem.

See Power, page 18

Scientists dismiss Utah team’s cold fusion claims
By Greg Magnus

Cold fusion
in a can

u

An electrical current is passed through heavy water D,0. While
in bubbles off at the positive electrodes, deuterium nuclei
enter the palladium metal of the negative electrode.
matrix, there
When enough deuterium collects in the
is a chance that deuterium nuclei will randomly
tunnel through
their electric barriers and fuse.

K STA

n March 23, 1989 two

chemists from the Uni
versity of Utah claimed
they had revolutionized the field
of fusion study.
Stanley Pons and Martin
Fleishmann said they had created nuclear fusion at room temperature by using simple materials and a car battery.

The problem was that no one
believed them.
Pons and Fleishmann theorized that if a substance was

LEE MCCORMACK
/ THE LUMBERJACK

AE MANE RHE RE oe
ee

impregnated with enough hydr 3 en, fusion would ae due
to the fact the arerraen atoms
are brought so close together.
To show this they used
palladium — a metal known for its
hydrogen gas absorption — and
heavy water, which is two deuterium (an we of hydrogen)
to an oxygen
«atoms attach

molecule.

Deuterium molecules in the

presence of an electric field appear unusually free to move
around within palladium’s mo-

lecular latticework.

By polarizing an electric field

in the heavy water, they hoped

to strip the deuterium off the
oxygen. This would happen
be-

rate that Pons and Fleishmann
stated then the neutron release
of the reaction would have
killed them and inundated the

lab with radioactivity.
Pons and Fleishmann coun-

tered by saying they had discovered a new kind of process.
Instead of a neutron being released, as in a hot fusion reac-

cause the negatively charged

tion, they said an extra neutron

oxygen would collect on the posi-

was attached to the helium’s
nucleus, forming true helium,
instead of the
helium-3 that

tive poles and the positively

charged deuterium would be
absorbed by the negatively

charged palladium.
Fleishmann and Pons then reported that after supersaturating the palladium with deuterium they witnessed heatsogreat
and so sustained (more that 100

hours) that the only feasible conclusion possible was that fusion
of the deuterium nuclei had occurred.
ce disagreed.
If fusion had occurred at the

would be the end product of
hot fusion.

Scientists again disagreed.
If a neutron wasn’t released,

then either gamma or x-ray radiation, would

have been re-

leased, contaminating the lab
and the “thermodynamic duo,”
as Pons and Fleishmann were

now called by the media.
Confronted by the world’s

see Cold fusion, page 18
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Power: Nuclear fusion won't happen soon
© Continued
from page 17
te isotope—
a radioactive
anatom’s structure could crea
an atom with an extra neutron in the nucleus.
To prevent the reactor walls from becoming radioacbuilding
areists
tive from neutron bombardment, scient
used to
tiles
heat
the
like
much
ceramics,
reactors with
protect the space shuttle during re-entry.
radiation as waste products
Neutrons and
to the radioactive material left bee in comparison
ind after a fission reaction. The breakdown of a uranium or a plutonium nucleus isn’t complete, leaving
fission products, or nuclear waste. Heavier atoms are
naturally unstable, breaking down to isotopes, includtres 90, cesium 137 and iodine 131.

vg

se isotopes eventually degrade into a more stable,
non-radioactive form, but they emit radioactive waves

for thousands or tens of thousands of years.

The advantage of fission as a power source, though, is

that it occurs naturally at room temperature. mt

temperature to nearly 80 million degrees Celsius.

rods for fission reactors, heating the water to produce
electricity and then storing the radioactive waste (like

Fusion reaction brief
center of the plasma stream
ure,
At this temperatthe
is close to complete ionization. Adding this much
gyan interesting visual effect on the plasma.
enerhas

radioactive ores, refining them and manufacturing fue

the strontium 90 and cesium 137) is still easier than

starting and maintaining a fusion reaction, which requires vast amounts of energy.

Instead of changing color or intensifying the

Gas lonized
First, hydrogen gas is ionized by 400,000 amperes of
n the
electricity, about 100 times more ) estoy
The
lines.
power
overhead
through
traveling
current
10
about
to
temperature
charge raises the plasma’s
million degrees Celsius; turning it eter
The plasma is then struck by a beam of hydrogen
atoms fired from a particle gun, adding about two
megawatts of power to the plasma. This pumps up the

which cause energized material to glow are gone —
blown off.
The fusion reaction happens in a flash, and then it’s
over. The reactor is shut off and the plasma cools
down.
Once the reaction is sustainable, then the problems
for fuel and
of containment, supplying hydr
neutrons
helium,
resultant
the
with
g
doing somethin
concern.
more
of
and gamma radiation will be

glow, the

turns dark at the center, because the electrons

Cold fusion: Scam or new technology?
@

3

© Continued from page 17

their
greatest mindsds onon their

suedbeett.
repo!

proced procedure

tcattanstreportscapers

Three

s
years after

the initial u proar

fusion there is no clear

and specific results, Pons and

showed a release of radiation, and there

over cold

they had used to create their “cold

on July 12, 1989. The
on cold fusion

nuclear process.

to recreate the experiment, but not

would ever

answer to what happened in that
were also experiments that reported all
ted a report on
Fleishmann
test tube in Utah.
three products. Others reported a
their findings that was called
A number of laboratories detected
or
neutrons
heat,
of
absence
complete
not
“sketchy, poorly written and
of heat from cold-fusion
“bursts”
well-prepared” in a Time Magazine _ radiation.
increase in energy cannot
This
cells.
The final knock to Pons and
article on May 8, 1989.
Fleishmann’s findings came when the —_ be attributed solely to a chemical
The pair also refused to provide
preleased areport reaction and may the result of a
and process Departmentof
the exact measurements
on.”
Laboratories across the world tried

knowing

looking

varied.

exactly what they were

for or how to do it, results
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concluding evidence that cold fusion
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basis” and there was “no
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to study the cold
research institutes”
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fusion theory tathe
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of tritium.

Tritium, a rare radioactive isotopeof
in its
has three neutrons
hydrogen,
during
created
be
should
and
nucleus
fusion. —
conducted atthe
Atomic Research Center as well
as at the Los Alamos and Oak Ridge

have detected
National Laboratories

Ironically, no neutrons have ever
been detected during any of the

_tritium in their cold fusion-fuel cells.
There are also allegations, though, of

would be a sure signof a nuclear

cell “punch” with tri

still no definitive answer.

report.

s of heat increase. Neutrons

but without them there is
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(707) 445-3930

“Woman Reader's
Bookshop

all

Tues
- Sat: 10-5

Sunday: 12-5

223 Second St., Old Towne
Eureka,
CA 95501
2 doors down from Chocoholics

Special Orders Welcome

RESTAURANT

Students who make
a difference
Alli
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SAC -SON, OPEN AT WOO

Alli has been the consummate volunteer. She has made
long-term commitments to groups like the Marching
er hvac
eget
gem
a group of students who are
compas tad county about sexual
assault. She is also working to organize the Clothesline Project
survivors of
which
(similar to the AIDS a tame
oat about asece reed topo Alli for her efforts to speak
ion and violence against
out about issues related
ance she is currently
ag
addition to all
=
oo
the Teaching
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By Daniel Dworkin
COMBERIACK STAFF

ven with so many ideas being expressed through
art’s varied media, artists still search for new

channels of expression.
_ Randy Repass discovered the “pure energy” of
glass and glass sculpture after working with
ceramics and sculpture for more than five years.
He recently moved to Arcata to continue his
work in the medium.
Repass, who shares a workshop with another
glass artist, incorporates paint and glass with
sculpture to break away from the
boundaries of glass art.
“I was doing traditional sculpture
and there was a glass class being offered (at Orange Coast College in
Orange County) and I really got
hooked on glass. I looked at it originally as a direction for a medium,”
Repass said.
After transferring to California State
University at Fullerton and almost

five years of working with glass, Re- -

PN

pass has learned almost every aspect,
from building furnaces to sculpting
recycled glass.
“One of the reasons I went there

(Fullerton) is because the program is

run by the students and we had to
learn to work with the equipment,
build the equipment and fix the equipment so it would work,” Repass said.

He also built a glass studio in a

trailer that he pulled across the country, selling art he created and produced on the road.
s currently works with a furnace he can pull behind his bike and
bring to fairs, around town or anywhere he wants to show people the
process of creating his glass art.

is art incorporates sculpted
glass figures which he
paints into larger mixed
medium pieces. The final works are
complex pieces dealing with different issues inside each series.
“What I paint is an inner image
usually on the figure,” Repass said.
“So you're looking through the glass
atan image that’s coming through, so
it’s like looking into the figure and
seeing what's going on.”
What’s going on inside the
works are often ideas of death and
rebirth, internal struggle, the search

for internal peace and internal emo-

age seen through the glass, tend to be
quite opposite of the painted image,
an idea Repass believes many people
reflect in daily life.
“There are some things we don’t
tend to bring out, but they’rein there,”

he said.
The emotions and ideas displayed
through his art also involve the title,
to create thought about the works
and give insight into Repass’ life as
he created the work. This incorporation, once examined, tends to release
the emotion felt by Repass and the
energy of the glass itself.
“The beauty of glass is I get a gistof
what's going on, and by letting the
glass do the things it can do, which is

flow and move when it’s molten —

it’s just amazing,” he said.
“I can convey something far beyond what I began to convey. It’s the

glass speaking through me... I’m just

achannel for it,” Repass said. “It’s an
amazing energy. When it’s molten
there’s really nothing else like it.”

When Repass first combined the
energy of glass with the medium of
paints, his piece was honored by be-

tions.

See Glass, page24

The exteriors of the works, the im——"

ees

@=@

G=peuw<4

Randy Repass lives the glassy lite. From serious glass making, above, to
laughing away tension, he's commited to expressing life through
glass art.

Photos by Paul Ohnersorgen
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Students join faculty for music show
KE:

CT

By Julle Yamorsky

Music

Music faculty won’t show off
themselves in this year’s FacArtist Series. Students Ja-

sonn Schilling and Chris Johnson
will join them —_ the eightweek concert series of music “assessable to the average listener.”
Jason Schilling, a music senior and bassoon player, has
been rehearsing for the performance since the beginning of
the semester with Armand
Ambrosini, a lecturer in music
who will play clarinet in the
quintet.

“There’salittle

re when

rehearsing, but I like it a lot,”
Schilling said. “It’s really nice to

play with people who havemore
experience. It makes my skills,
in a sense,
go up a bit. You can’t
miss a beat; you have to keep on
top of it.”
Music Lecturer Elizabeth
Lantz is playing the flute in the
quintet with Schilling and describes the piece as “very modern.”
“It’s very melodic music for

the most part,” Lantz said. “The
main word for it is assessable —
something that everyone likes
to listen to.

Lantz believes Schilling and

Johnson are “two of the stron-

gest players in the instrumental

department,” and said she is

ba

Preview

Who: Faculty, students and
local artists
What: Music by Nadia
Boulanger and Students, first
in the 1992-'93 HSU Music
Faculty Artist Series
Where: Fulkerson Recital Hail
When: Saturday, 8 p.m.

Tickets: $4 general, $1
students/ seniors

Future series
concerts:
e Russian Music, Nov. 21
e Deborah Clasquin, piano,
Jan. 30
e Music.of Our time. Feb. 6
e John Brecher, violoncello,
and Deborah Clasquin,
piano, Feb. 20
e Bresquan Trio, March 13
e Donald Henriques, guitar,
and Richard Hodges,
saxophone, March 20
e String Chamber Music, April
24

als, if Jason is having any problems, Armand talks gently and
respectfully to him at the same
time,” she said. .
“Everyone works together
really well in that group. Everyone takes a turn putting their
two cents in.”
“You always get really jittery
before you play,” Shilling said
his upcoming

perfor-

glad they're getting a chance to

about

show their talent.
“There doesn’t seem to be a
lot of music majors here, and

“Your adrenalin starts pumping. You really have to focus. If

therearen’talwaysenough
good
players to challenge musicians
who've had more experience,”
Lantz said.
If rehearsals with the faculty
have been challenging for
Schilling, Lantz hasn’t noticed.

“Jason has been taking lessons

you mess up, you have to forget
it immediately and go on."
‘Before each performance,
KHSU’s classical musical an-

nouncer, Ben Tankersley, will

give background information on
the composer and time period.
Deborah Clasquin, assistant
professor and coordinatorof this

ete series, hopes that this will
elp the audience understand
the music.
“Rather than having this music comeat you for the first time
without any knowledge or exence on a you're supsome inoo to feel,
“It’s
said.
in
rmation,” Ciasqu
like, ‘Ah ha! Now I can relate
and I can see why the composer
wrote what he did.”
All of the musicians involved
are volunteering their time so
the proceeds of the concerts can
be donated to the C. Leland
Barlow Scholarship Fund.

The first concert will be Oct. ©

10 at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital
Hall. Tickets are $1 for students,
$4 for general admission.
for all
ee
al ticket
eight concerts
the first
re
iaied
pecur
for the
shows
eight
show to see
price of seven.

eee

from Armand. During rehears-

mance.
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J) Tacolime’”
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Located conveniently in Bayshore Mall Food Court
Natural veggie
Burrito

Med. Coke
beans, rice, lettuce, cheese. salsa,
sunflower seeds and sour cream
wrapped in a whole wheat tortilla

$949
Tacdiime®

Offer valid with coupon only. Expires 0-23-92
3300 Broadway, Bayshore Mall - 441-1080
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Lecturer takes on political
correctness in the theater
7

A

a

Plime
Pe isbeing

must contend with restrictions

on their artistic freedom.

:

i

Tumer
oe

i daay | Who:
toa everyd

in America, even stage artists

was presented with the

I

aed

Celia Homesiey

crtiihe evector, Oregon

What: “Theatre in an age of

school where he once taught.

| Shakespeare Festival)

tival for 20 years, is coming to

to find ways to put all the different ae
together and sculpting seemed to accommodate

that best.°
e Materials: She works with metal,

Room
Fes- | Where: Kate Buchanan

at the

very interested in form..

HSU Friday to address this is-

wood and objects

because acceptance of the grant

oes

of

use are very Asian. Bits of Asian philosophy have
influenced
my ideas. °
e When she started: Her sophomore year in college.
after her first ceramics class. “That was my first
pg
he pal
e Goals: “I just want to go for being an artist and try
to get myself into a gallery. Right now, I’ve only
asked myself that every once in awhile | make sure |
take risks so my life doesn't get boring ... MaybeI'll
end up teaching. Maybe I'll join the Peace Corps.
Anything. Wherever it leads me.”
— Reported by Julie Yamorsky

Whileat HSU, Turner directed
many plays, including “Waiting
for Godot,” and various works

formed in Founders Hall.
He was also involved in the

such as the artistic suppression

Some people have mentioned that certain shapes |

department at HSU.

In 1990, Turnerled the festival
in pees a grant from the Na-

pt plans to discuss subjects

e Sculpting and her culture: “It tints it somehow.

of the drama and theater arts

with people’s tendency
her,”
ne
way ortheot
arto

rectness,” Turner said he wants

e Current work: “I'm working
with glasses—
your vision of how other people see you.”

ni

From 1957 to 1964, Turner was

an associate professor and head

morethan36,000in1991,upfrom
15,000 in 1971, when Turner be-

pf

... The glasses will represent

8 p.m.

ee

tic concerns to students at a

sue.
tationtitled“TheInhis
atre in an Age of Political Cor-

she finds. “| go to scrap yards, on the street, wherever
I'm walking, at people’s houses or in thrift shops. °
collecting eyeglasses

that t T Turner

ee
"h t seems

artisshould address real-world

Jerry Turner, artistic director | _Polilical comeciness”

e Why sculpting: “I’m

for outstanding Sedona t in

gays and women.

s a lot of enemies of

artisticexpression out there,” he
said.
Drawing on personal experin
this topic
to ehelp explai
enc
won't be difficult for Turner.
Early in his career with the festival, he told the company, “We
need to take risks or our source
of artistic vitality dries up.”
In following years, two more

theaters opened and Turner was
given a place to schedule riskier
and more recent = —
ences responded to
risks. OSF played to a vaio
and

international

audience of

gan working at the festival.
tional

Endowment for the Arts

e, were perby Shakespearwhich
planning that went into the conof Van Duzer Theater,

with people such as John

required agreeing to place limits

plays
ontheartisticcontentofthe

Wheelie: was built, he
produced.
directed its first play; “Henry IV
directheater
He was the first
Part 1.”
tor to take this stance, and in
Whilheetaught and directed
tion the American Sociworked at
plays at HSU,
ety of Journalists and Authors
Festipeare
Shakes
Oregon
the
of the
and the Oregon chapter
s.
summer
American Civil Liberties Union _ val during
Now Turner is ready to bring
the festival.
awartods
=
back
someofhis vastknowledge
in 1990, Turner,
HSU.
to
Direcare title of artistic
under

tor emeritus, has continued to

direct plays atthefestivalandin
other ways contribute to the
festival’s creative future.
In recognition of his contribution

to theater and

the arts,

“This is not a standard talk I

give,” hesaid. “But I wasinvited
tocomeand it will benice to see
the campus again.”
The discussion will include a
question and answer period.

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE
BERKELEY
82 Shattuck Square, #4
(510) 841-1037

A BENEFIT FOR CENTERARTS

JERRY
TURNER

SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St., #702

(415) 391-8407
Low cost one-way fares available.

Eurail passes issued on the spot!

“Theatre in an Age of

ROUNDTRIP FROM SFO

SEAITLE
HAWAII
SAN SALVADOR
LONDON
HONG KONG
SAIGON

150
199

Political Correctness”

Hot jams

Jerry Turner, Artistic

from this
veteran

Director Emeritus of the
Ashland Shakespeare
Festival and former HSU
faculty member, will

9675
1050

Some restrictions apply.

MERL
SAUNDERS
AND THE RAINFOREST BAND
key-

boardist
and his
band.

present an informal talk

Michelle

Shocked

Sell your junk
in the *Jack
classifieds

On issues in today’s
theatre industry. Mr.
Turner was one of the
first arts leaders in the
country to refuse a grant

from the National
Endowment for the Arts
because of artistic

THE BAND

content limitations.

TAJ MAHAL

Tickets include a dessert

and Uncle Tupelo
Van Duzer Theatre
$16 HSU Students

$22 General

reception afterwards. Call

826-4411 for more info.
Kate Buchanan Room

Kate Buchanan Room

$8 HSU Students / $13 General

i:

The Works Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

University Ticket Office, HSU

INFO CALL
HSU IS AN AAEO
@NSTITUTION
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his m usic to raise consciousness about the environment. He'll
uses ,
ders
Meri Saunright,
rest Band (pictured).
his Grammy-nominated musicto The Kate Buchanan with his Rainfo
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Merl Saunders spreads
his rain =forest message
ey —

(ere
=

Like many people these days,
Merl Saunders views our treatment of the environment with
disdain and disgust.
Unlike so many people,
views
dehisrs
though, Saungives
musiArea
Bay
The
.
cian, who’s somewhatof a musical fixture in The City, devotes
his music and life to saving the
rain forests. Sure it’s the “in”
to sdo. But it’s old
thing for artist
for Saunders, who's vocal
hat
concern for the environment
spans his more than three-decade career.

“I wrote a song 20 years “60
and they laughed at me.
name of the song was ‘Save
Mother Earth,” Saunders said
in a phone interhalf la
view from his studio in San Francisco.

Even after championing his

cause for decades, Saunders still

VISA, MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS.
AND DISCOVER
| Bayshore Mall
are

t
LRA
eee

a> oe

Eureka

music stores

eee

|

Concert
Preview

et

ane

By Lance Wellbaum

Who: Merl Saunders
and his
Rainforest Band
What: Jazz, blues and new
age
Where: Kate Buchanan Room
When: Saturday, 8 p.m.

Tickets: $8 HSU students, $13
general

works zealously for the environment.

His most recent album is a
double live disc, cut with the
Rainforest
Band on its East Coast
tour titled, “Save The Planet So
We’ll Have Someplace To
Boogie.” The disc ranges from
danceable rock, jazz and blues
to Saunders’ latest new-age
tunes.
His previous release, “Blues
From
The Rainforest,” to;
Billboard’s 1991 New Age
at No. 4 and ended the year as

the No. 9 Top

New Age Album.

Saunders di pn
ter,at year’s

te two bety —

the No7 spot as Top

New Age

Artist.
Saunders said he tried to
turein the music whatheth

the rain forests would say to
people. “It’s trees, leaves and
water talking to the people,” he

:
said.
d
Given the continue destruction of the forests, the trees,’
leaves, and water would un-

doubtedly speak, if they could,
in the same surreal, sorrowful

voice Saunders captured on the
album.
Saunders

corroberated

with

ee
Jerry Garcia, who's
Grateful Dead does more
than its share of rain forest benefit work, to make the music for
“Blues From the Rainforest.”
iait, he heard
“I told Garc
about

a couple of tracks, and he was
down

in a minute,”

Saunders

said of his long-time friend.

Glass: Artist ‘recovers energy
© Continued from page 21
ing shown in the Corning Glass
Review, an international publication from the largest glass company in the country.
Repass said one of the main
reasons his work received the

honor was because of its “ability
to reconvey energy.”
“It’s one of those things you
look at and you experience and
you think, thank God, thank the
spirit,” he said.
Repass also believes his art 1s
so appealing because it represents his dreams and an attempt
to understand the power each
person has within them.

“It’s easy to forget the power
of what wedoand what we have
the ability todo. My work can be

attractive within itself because
it’s a dream. It’s a part of my
inner self that isn’t a part of my
exterior self,” he said.

The importance of art for Repass goes further thana medium
of self-expression — he wants to
show the similarities of all
people. This philosophy has the
possibility of leading Repass in
many directions, though he believes his art is constantly going
through changes.

“I'm not going to limit myself
by any means,” Repass said.
“Glass goes on as long as glass

goes on. Really all I'm creati
here are things inside of me a
insideof you and inside all of us.
“The importance of art is it is
definitely something that connects us all,” he said.
As Repass establishes friendships with other glass artists in
the community, he finds he’snot
alone reviving a dying art.

“It’s become an art for art’s
sake,” he said.
After seeing his. work or listening to his philosophies on art
and life, Repass hopes people
can better feel the “power” of
glass while hopefully better understanding themselves and the
world we all live in.
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Raymond Carver's legend lives in

Lumberjack
contest

tenth-annual short story contest
By John Coxford
CUMBERIJACK STAFF

Raymond Carver contest

oth the founder and inspiration of
the Raymond Carver Short Story
Contest are gone from this world,
but each year their work is brought into
the national literary spotlight.
Ten years ago, Jodie Stutz had an idea.
As the editor of Toyon, HSU’s annually
literary journal, she wanted to create a
contest that would attract new and established California writers.
Named in honor of acclaimed author
and HSU alumnus Raymond Carver, the
inaugural contest was an instant success.
Such a success, in fact, that the following
ear it went national, putting HSU on the
iterary map
Judith Minty, an HSU English professor, worked with Stutz on the project.
“There were such wonderful stories
submitted that wedecided, ‘yes, we could
take this big plunge and make it a selfsufficient, national literary contest,’”
Minty said.
Minty described Stutz as an active and
energetic person who was a good writer
herself.
About five years after she graduated
from HSU, Minty said, Stutz was killed
when a stray bullet, fired during the heat
of an
ent in which she was not
involved, struck her as she sat in a truck.
Carver died
peacefully Aug. 2, 1988
after a 10-month bout with cancer. Described in some newspaper obituaries as
“the American Chekhov,” Carver was
the recipient of numerous awards, in-

First Prize: $500 and publication
in Toyon.
Second Prize: $250
Rules:
* Submissions
must be postmarked no later
than Nov. 19.
* Entry fee is $7.50 per story. Make check
or money order payable to Raymond
Carver Short Story Contest. Fee is non
refundable.
+ Stories must be no more than 25 pages,
typed, double spaced. Title should appear
ite

cluding the prestigious Mildred

and

Harold Strauss Living Award, which he
received in 1983.
He left behind a substantial body of
work that includes “Cathedral” and
“Where I'm Coming From,” both books
of fiction, and “A New Path To The Waterfall,” a collection of poems, many of
which were inspired by Carver's impending death.
Halliday, this year’s contest coor-

dinator, said: “Most of the stories we
receive are what you would consider literary fiction, which is what Raymond
Carver wrote.
“But basically they’re just stories about
life—peoples’ views of life and experiences that have intrigued them.”
As assistant coordinator

last year,

Halliday helped screen nearly 800 stories

LOS MUNEQUITOS
NZAS
DE 14MATA
MEMBER TROUPE
fas

d

In case you missed it, The
Lumberjack is holding its own

«Put name, address, phone number and

little contest for short-short

title of story on a cover sheet attached to
one ot the copies.
+ No previously
published work or work
already accepted
for publication.
¢ Mail entries to: Raymond Carver Contest,
English Department,
HSU, Arcata, Calif.
95521-4947.
*For notification
of receipt of manuscript
include self-addressed,
stamped postcard.
For a winners list include a self-addressed, ~
stamped envelope.
¢ Manuscripts
will not be returned.

stories, poetry and photography.
We had some rules in last ee?
issue, but here’s a little wrap¢ Short-shorts should be 00
words or less, typed, doublespaced with name and phone
number on a cover sheet.
¢ Poetry can be any form but is
limited to 35 lines.
¢ Photographs can be of
anything in any style, but must be

black and white.
¢ Submissions are due in The
Lumberjack’s Letters to the Editor
box by 5 p.m. Friday, Oct. 23.

¢ Contest is limited to full- or

with a group of about 50 readers.
Once they had narrowed the number
of stories to 10, they were sent to a judge
who chose the winner and runner-up.
This year Halliday and Minty expect

part-time HSU students.

e Winners will be printed in a

special section Nov. 4 with an
artist’s photo and a short biography.

even more submissions, and express a

A board of six Lumberjack
editors and staff members will
ow
stories and photos. Poetry

need for more readers.
Halliday said those wishing to read for
the contest can enroll in English 470 and
attend the first meeting
Oct. 13 from 7-8:30
p.m. in Founders Hall 270.
Readers will receive two units of credit.
Minty believes the contest is a boon to
HSU.

screened ¥ the board and

sent to Judith Minty, an HSU
English professor, for final

judging.

A contest without entries isn’t
much of a contest, so send in your

“The writing community all across the

latest, greatest artistic endeavor
and spread a bit of yourself

country knows about this contest now
and respects it.
“It’s brought a-lot of prestige to

around campus. What’ ve you got
to lose?

Humboldt State University and the En-

glish Department.”
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Sears Shultz and will begin classes Oct.

By Daniel Dworkin
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17 for children aged 5 to 12

last
will m
Each term in the progra

.

For children, exposure to art often is

nine weeks. Partici

ts may register

.

limited to in-class projects and occa-

by mail until Saturday. Tuition, which

:

Ta help diversify that exposure, a
group of innovative teachers and

is $75.
“The special
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sional work with crayons.

their
aduartltand apply impressitoons

own learning experience.

“They'll not only understand the

Shultz said in a press release.

The upcoming term will involve

en under:
projects to help the childr
ps and dynamics
stand color

plesand
of pattern
and the princi

understand those people,” Morgan

week terms with classes each Saturday

understand aesthetics as well as

The academy will break up the focus
of the classes, enabling students to

The academy consists of three nine-

for an hour and a half.

The academy will begin its inaugural
year with an open house Saturday,

administrators created the Children’s
Art Academy.
d
by the
The academy, supporte

art is
ngs
experience and learn thiabout
think,”
ter than we normally
Forgen said.

study the same principles of art on
different levels.
“A portion of the curriculum will be

from 10 a.m. to noon in the Art Builde
r a course catalog, registration

was started by art Professor Martin
Morgan and Academy Director Judy

artistic capacities of its students by
introducing them to a variety of means

such as architecture, painting, sculp—_ture and printmaking. The balance will

and leave your name, address and
telephone number.

Humboldt State University Foundation,

the .
The academy aims to increase
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n
traditi
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Spend Spring Semester
in Guangx!, China
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inc. airfare
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from Bill Arnett
Siemens Hall 215
Due November 1
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Featuring
eNATURAL FOODS
eFRESH JUICES
© VEGETARIAN ENTREES

eORGANIC COFFEE
BOTTLED WATER REFILLS
@HEALTHY SNACKS —
eand now BAGELS FROM LOS BAGELS
AND MANY LOCAL FOOD PRODUCTS

Upstairs.

next
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forms and other details, call 826-3819
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Clubs provide
competition,
academic credit
“They are a marvelous way to

By Ben McMorries

encourage competitive activity

Of the 149 clubs serving HSU
students, 20 are athletic organizations.

With rugby, crew, lacrosse,
archery, badminton and other
sports, there is something for
everyone who wants to be part
of an organized club.
People join sports clubs for
different reasons, said women’s
soccer club coordinator Stacy
Plummer, a marine biology se-

nior.
Many times people join to im-

prove their skills in a particular
sport.
Other times they join to make
friends, develop camaraderie
with teammates and have fun,
Plummer said.
The difference between a
physical education class and a
club is a matter of organization.
“Clubs are more organized

and are better committed. De-

in a positive way for the students,” Harrison said.
Additionally, some sports are
affiliated with the athletic department.
People actively involved receive academic credit.
Men’s volleyball and lacrosse
count toward three units, while
masters swimming, women’s
soccer and lacrosse, men’s and
women’s ultimate frisbee and
baseball count for one unit.
Clubs are a good way to participate ina relaxed atmosphere,
said former Humboldt student
and women’s lacrosse coordinator Gail Hall. “In women’s lacrosse the goal is to have fun.”
As with many of the other
sports clubs, travel is a part of
the experience.
The women’s

lacrosse team

travels throughout Northern
California and Oregon, and last
year some members ventured to

pending on the team, the quality

of the players are better,”

Washington, D.C., as part of the
California state team.

Plummer said.
Clubs have traditionally been

Getting started in fencing, fishing, sailing, yoga, wrestling or

a place for students to participate in sports without the pressure associated with intercollegiate sports, said women’s bas-

ketball Coach Carol Harrison .
Clubs help develop students.

any other sport is easy.
Tina Bennefield, clubs coordi-

nator located in the University
Center, can direct interested
people to the appropriate club

contact.

cr

Media hands HSU
women softball loss
By Teri Carnicelll
TUMBERJACK STAFF

Members of the local media took the field Saturday to face
the Lumberjack women’s softball team, in a parent-weekend
“re
football Coach Fred Whitmire pitched a winning 9-8
game in the on

Representing
Paul
for

the

event.

ia were: Mike Geeser, news director
Dave Gallagher
k from the Arcata Union;

DAVID KLEINPE TERY THE LUMBERJACK

l
from sponsors.
ncia
support
Anna Hinds hes managed a winning streak, despite lackof fina

Biker demolishes competition

from the Times Standard; and Scott Johnson from KIEM. Jim

Waters, Greg Magnus and Rich Bickel represented The Lumberjack.
the media up to two wins, of five annual
The win brings

games.

t beat,
“I think everybody likes to see the media gu
Cheek
Frank
Coach
softball
especially by waht women’s
said. “Those media guys have big egos.”
To qualify as a media representative, Whitmire donned his

best suit and went to work for Channel 3.

leting him do a little spot on the news
him by
“We qualified
,” said Dan Pambianco, sports informaaweek before the
tion director for
‘
After the game, other members of the community also had
a chance to step up, paying first a donation tothe team.
ceand make some money,”
ty to
“It'sagood

Cheek said. “We take it very seriously, but we have alotof fun,
too.”

he said.
The game earned $1800 for the Lady ‘Jacks,

By Dicecoro R. Recio

her first
Bike Race

Trinidad’s Bigfoot Mountain
Bike Race on Aug. 30. She comEen the hat trick Burrough
ster Race in Crescent City.
Although her interest in the
sport sprouted at the beginning
of the summer, Hinds’ accomplishments are already remarkable.
‘My interest in riding started
when I went to a face to see a
friend ride,” said the 27-yearold student transplant from
Huntington Beach. “I saw the
racers
and said, ‘hey,
I can do
that!”
And so far she has.

Next wasa first-place finish in

See Hinds, page 28

fractured arm, she more than

makesup for it with gritty deter-

mination and a competitive fire.

“I'm really competitive,”
er mountain bike
cost only $500. But Hinds said. “Even wheI ngot
to takea
told metor
don’t tell HSU stu hurt, thedoc
wanted
I
but
riding,
from
break
_
Hinds
dent Anna
er
’thamp
rydidn
ay
torace. Myinju
she’snotsupposedtoblowaw
me one bit.”
sponsored racers with $3,000
That attitude has
bikes, because that’s
ed Hinds not
propell
.
what she has done.
the front of the
to
only
envi
Not blessed with
pack but to the top of
financial
strong
the winners podium.
sponsorship, nor a

top-of-the-line bike, the natural

ce out
has ground
seniorur
reso
ve wins, while fighting

grueling uphill battles.
Although

competing with a

Hinds started her ascent July

26, when she
atthe
vi

in

ge, Ore
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HSU, ranks sixth in the nation
By Nicholas Paredes Ill
ost hired

killers

you’d run away
from, but HSU’s

CPE

women’s volleyJanay Bainbridge, who
ball killer
in the nation for total
sixth
ranks
number of kills, is a welcome

commodity.
The senior from Miranda, Ca-

lif., attended South Fork High

School where she lettered all four

oe

in basketball and volley-

“I've always been physical,”
she said. “I don’t like sitting
around, being lazy; well, maybe
sometimes, only when I need to
relax.”
After taking two yearsofffrom
volleyball to play basketball at
returned this
HSU, ee
year, killing ballsatarapid pace.
“I switched back and decided
to play it out,” she said.
was a welcome decision for
co-coach Dan Collen, who said
she has added another dimension to the team.
Because of her atlheticability,
"I still consider her an experienced player."
“We were going to be pretty
one-dimensional with

(Laura)

Champ as our only true outside
hitter,” he said.
This year Bainbridge is motivated, Collen said. "This is why
she is improving so much. She
has a good work ethic."
Playing basketball helped
reach new heights in
oe
volleyba
“Basketball got me into better

»

The Lumberjack

Bainbridge leads killer attack for Hinds
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Her desire to train and have
fun is the driving force behind

her competitive edge.
Inall of her races she has literally left challengers in the dust.

shapeand nowIcanjump higher
and taciher than I aid vie A
originally started playing volleyball,” she said.
With her 30-inch vertical leap,
Bainbridge overwhelms the opponents.
"We've never seen anything
like that at Humboldt State before," Collen said.
leads the team
Bainbridge
attributes that
and
kills
233
with
thecoaches.
of
to the play:
“I’'mglad they've had theconfidence in me to call plays my
way,” she said. “Iw
realas
shaky
and
back
came
first
I
when
needed the
ure to get back
into game form. I forgot how

“I get really nervous before a

race,” she said. “But the compe-

tition cranks me up. My focusis
to get as close to the front as
possible. The intensity is so
gnarly, it’s a definite rush.”
The Bigfoot Race is a prime
of her ability to devasexample

tate the field.

She finished the 17-mile course
7:06 ahead the nearest female
co

tor.

“she's got ability that’s untapped and is competitive in everything she does,” said Hinds’
training partner, Steve Goode.
“She hasn’tbeen riding for long,
but she has proven what she can
do.”
Hinds said her training
method doesn’t include riding
with other women, because the
population of women riders is

hard it is.”.

“She picked up the plays
pretty fast,” co-Coach Julie
Ortman said. “The biggest part
of her game was getting herconfidence back.”
Because it is almost always
up to the setter who is going to _
get the ball, Bainbridge said she
must be ready on every play to
take a —.
“People
think volleyball isn’t
very
tough
physically,”
Bainbridge said, “but you never
can relax on the court.
Start and stop action wears
the body down, she said. “Not
only is it tough physically, but

wal

th

; we
ways train wi
push saa sien for sae tee,”
she said.
Hinds attributes her competitive nature to her rich back»which includes
ground ins
activities like running and volleyball.
But even after all her success,
Hinds admits she has room for
improvement.

it’s tough mentally as well.”

“She plays hard in practice
and it carries over to the court in
game situations. She shows up
ready to play every day,”
Champ said.
Even though she hadn’t
played in two years her experience is still there, Collen said.

paged 27
fromue
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Janay Bainbridge is one of only 15 players in the nation with 30
or more kills in one match. She had 33 against S. Oregon.

"I'm learning training techniques, peddling strategies, and
angling to handle certain
courses,” she said. “But most of
thetime, Idon't think about what
I'm doing. I just do it."
Hinds looks upon mountain
biking simply as another sport
that needs to be conquered.

By Kevin Melissare
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Football comes close, loses in heartbreaker
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Even with the help of full-time
quarterback Chris Oswald, the
Lumberjacks stalled Saturday,
as the Santa Clara Broncos held
on to beat HSU 14-10.
With 19 seconds left in the
game, Oswald was picked off in
the end zone, ending what
would have been the game-winning drive. The final series was
all too familiar for the ‘Jacks’

offense, which drove inside the
Bronco’s 10-yard line seven
times, but scored only 10 points.
In what might have been the
most critical play of the game,
defensive
Byron McMorris
was called for uns
like
conduct after the ‘Jacks stopped
Santa Clara at HSU’s 20-yard
line. HSU Head Coach Fred

Whitmire
benched McMorris for

#
a

¥

&
By

i
4

re

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

on a last minute drive.
Running beck Steven Slough runs for a gain. Despite HSU's ground dominance, the ‘Jacks came up empty

the duration of the
, and
two plays later the Broncos
scored on a sweep. The Lumberjacks will try to improve their 32 record Saturday when
Whitworth College visits Redwood Bowl.

By Jose Cardenas
The Lady ‘Jacks lost the conference opener Friday against
Chico State but came back strong
on Saturday to beat CSU
Hayward three
to one.
With the win the Lumberjacks
break a four-match losing streak
that began at the Northern Premier Tourney in Colorado.

Conference competition continues for the Lumberjacks, as
they head south once more to
face San Francisco
State on Oct. 9
and Cal State Stanislaus on Oct.
10.
The ‘Jacks take a 1-1 confer-

ence and a6-8 overall record into
the coming weekend, after the
first two conference contests
After the weekend the squad
returns to the East rt
to play
six of its last 10 matches, a
ning on Oct. 17, when they face
Sonoma State.

Abby Akroyd and Janay
Bainbridge continue tolead the
team in kills and blocks.

Bainbridge’s 11 solo blocks is

a team high.
Abby Ackroyd and Andrea
Thorpe have eight each.
Bainbridge is second in conference in
DAVIO KLEINPETERY THE LUMBERJACK

Erin Mutch (left ) and Nicki Branch set up a play during Saturday
s are 1-1 in conference play.
night's victory. The Lumberjack

Soccer pulls
narrow victory
By Hassanah Neilson

Shirts bloodied, heads unbowed, the Humboldt State
Lumberjack soccer team gained

final victory after two
turbulent
home games with the San Fran-

cisco State Gators this weekend.

Both games went into overtime.

Though a warm and sunny

weekend, recent rains left the

fields lethally slippery. Tempers

were sometimes short, with a
red card handed to San Fran-

Harry
defender
cisco
Shlaudeman the first game and

HSU midfielder Ron Gorr in the
second.
Traditional foes, San Francisco

and Humboldt

“are the top-

ranked teams in the Northern
California Athletic Conference,
each featuring
fense,” said
Alan Exley.

an excellent desoccer Coach

Humboldt’s main strength is
goalkeeper
Mike Taft.
Saturday’s final 2-2 score almost turned 3-2 with a goal by
HSU

forward

amika

Sherwood. But referees called
back the score after San Francisco asked for an interference

call when two children playing

soccer on the sideline acciden-

tally sent an extra ball onto the

field.
The

referees should

have

kills while Ackroyd

ranks third in digs and fifth in
kills
Red-shirt

freshman

Erin

Mutch ranks fourth in assists.

Runners

kick.
Regardless of Saturday’s disappointing tie, the Lumberjacks
got back to winning ways Sunay when they beat San Francisco 3-2.

men, as he has done all season.
He ran the 8,000 meter course
in 24:46, good enough for aninthplace finish.
Following Parmer was the
team captain, senior Reed
Elmore, whofinished 18th, while
junior Phil DeMontigny finished
22nd overall.
With 90 points, the men finished behind the 29-point performance of the University of
Oregon and the 37 points accumulated by Central Oregon
Community College.
Freshman Sara Flores led the
women, completing the 5,000
meter course in 19:07, good
enough for 26th place.
Flores
edged
Humboldt’s second finisher
by four points, senior Gerry
Seymour, who finished 29th.
Senior
Alice
Atkinson
rounded out the women’s top
three with her 40th place.
She finished 20 seconds behind Flores in 19:27.
With 138 points, the women
on
finished behind Central
Community College, George Fox
and Puget Sound respectively.

Francisco was then given a goal

play, Phil

Rouse headed the ball down to
the

ground,

Tournament”

November 13th & 14th at Cal

Courts! come show your
stuff! Students $2.00,

Community members $5.00.

“Turkey Trot” Fun Run
November 22, 1992,

10:00a.m..

Undefeated
intramural Teams

By Ben McMovrries

stopped the ball in the middle of
play, Sherwood said. “The
middle referee didn’t see it, but
the sideline referee saw it.”
HSU fans expressed outrage
and the team disappointment
when Sherwood was not allowed back in the game. San

the winning

Intramural “Racquetball

finish high
——OSOC~S
STAFF
(UMBERJACK

On

| Congratulations to
Disc Golf
Tournament”
winner
Blake Tresan!

pushed it to the

middle and
then crossed it to
Kamika Sherwood. Sherwood
headed it to midfielder Scott
Martin who then headed it past
the diving Gator goalie.
Thewin should keep the Lumberjacks in the conference race,
Exley said. “I think it showed
the heart and determination of
our team. We're very happy to
get this result.”
Sunday's game, which lasted
three hours, made the
nearly
team late to its own awards banquet in the West Gym, where

several players were recognized

for their accomplishments this
season.
With Sunday's win, the Lumfifth in the ae
berjacks rank
NCAA
for
nation
and 19thin the
division II schools.

The HSU men’s and women’s
crosscountry teams got their test
Saturday running against some

of the the top teams in Oregon,

at the Willamette Invitational in

Salem.

Senior Chris Parmer led the

“ A”

X-Factor

Volleyball

“ne

RoadKe

Spike Heads
Liners

Drop-in Recreation hours
still available.
Thank You to Round Table

| Pizza for becoming a 1992-93}
Intramural Sponsor!
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1/2 LITERS!

Home of the World

Famous Vegerito!

Greyhounds $2.50

Alabama Slammers $2.75

Happy Hour 3-5 Daily
tap beer specials

Vodka/Gin & Tonic $2.50

Screwdrivers $2.50
ik

“Sue Saturdays- Late Night Happy Hour 9p.m. - midnight
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“Zum Sundays- Hot Dog & Beer $1.00
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Sierra Nevada, Anchor Foghom,

@ Monday- FREE Hot Dogs!!! - Pitchers $3.50
822-2302
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Contest Form
NAME

eee

THE

HSU LIBRARY'S

ONLINE CATALOG
Contestant’s name:
Address:
Phone #:

Affiliation to HSU:
(student, faculty, staff, immediate family, alumni)

Name

suggestion:

Return to HSU Library (box on maroon table near Circulation Desk) by closing

October 21, 1992.

Winner will receive a $75 Bookstore gift certificate.
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EDITORIAL __
Future colonization:
Will we learn from our past?
any are familiar with
the children’s

Columbus’ voyage must be

rhyme,“In 1492,

Other historical explorations,
such as Lewis and Clarke’s push
into the western United States and
the ensuing “civilization” of land
and peoples west of the Mississippi River, are lessons in what
not to do.
Exploration will always be a

acknowledged.

Columbus sailed the ocean blue.”
It is time to supplement this
child’s rhyme with some essential
truths.
Columbus’ determination to
discover and explore the unknown is admirable, regardless of
whatever monetary reasons may
have initially motivated him.
But is that truly cause for a
national celebration? Some remaining Native American nations
don’t think so.
Instead of a misguided day of
celebration, we should use
Columbus’ voyage and the
resulting carnage to the Western
Hemisphere’s indigenous people
and environment to teach the

value of life and a better attitude
toward a diminishing land.
When teaching about that voyage, we should educate future
generations fully to prevent the

{

perpetuation of the idea that
Americans condone genocide and
rape of the environment.
The atrocities that followed

part of human nature, whether it

is across the sea or across the
galaxy. Humans will certainly
attempt space colonization in the
future.
Ultimately the greatest value of
Columbus’ voyage will lie in
developing a policy of colonization that does not benefit the
explorers at the expense of preexisting societies.

Modern people have set their
sights on Mars, but are their intentions honorable?
Let us hope that those who
eventually “discover” Mars keep
in mind past examples of exploitation, and tread with greater
reverence and respect on land that
has existed long before our ar-

rogance.

Letters to the editor
A.S. needs input

At the A.S. council meeting Sept. 28,
concerns were raised by students abouta
resolution the A.S. council had passed in
relation toa Timber Harvest Plan on property adjoining HSU.
The resolution in question was a
document ~
oe. aaa
t

m

uestin

foovsiey to ee the eects that :
le, WO
logging operation, of an
xe HSU comanarl , and to
Hees
allowed for
extend the amount of time
student
The
te
issue.
ba
this
de
over
public
and
THP,
the
council did not condemn
wedid not, inany way, takean adversarial
ition on the matter. We in fact called
‘or more public debate because of the
highly sensitive nature of this issue and
to the community we reprethe
sent. It is my firm belief that the resolu-

passed was in the best
tion the council
HSU community.
interest of the
I appreciate the opportunity to hear
from students. I applaud those students
who took the time to address the council,
and hope more will follow their example
in the decisions made on
and a
the council. The student
by
behalf
their

council is listening to the concerns of our

workWeare y!
diverse student communit
ing hard on ways to increase student
help!
participation. We need
her Little
senior, political science
A.S. council rep. for the College
of Behavioral and Social Sciences

CSU leadership
Alistair
t to
ter
HSU Presiden
Anopenlet
McCrone:

On Wednesday, Sept. 23, a group of

irate students marched into the Admissionsand Records office and then to Presi-

dent McCrone’s office, with no other

—.

to the State

a

that
are outraged about this budget
students
pitol.and the

of

situation. It was not about blaming any of

the HSU administration for these prob. This
lems — we are all in this
was one idea that really came home

The group in the President’s
Wednesday.
to be
office came out with two

rene

Se wre

oe

can

i

ONIN,

and mater and year in ocheel H Wem a etudert, They

re subject 10 editing for grammar, style, content and

length.

ckthe
and on
_ answered in The Lumberja
quad at noon on any day of your choice:
of the student
1. Will you, on

body, begin a lawsuit against the state

over the illegal fee increase imposed on
students?

2. Will you
be the first CSU presidentto
create a more democratic
ure to
becoming an HSU
president, namely being elected by staff, faculty and student
body, and recommend the same for all

other CSU campuses?
We are asking you to do what a
president does: lead. Will you at least publicly
address these two issues?
Paul Butterfield
senior,
political science
a Leberer
junior, special major
Jesse Poppick
senior, natural resources

Family planning
I was enraged by Mr. Cardenas’ unjustified diatribe against Planned Parenthood. Mr. Cardenas should stick
to sports
editing since he is obviously less than
poorly informed about sociology.
Planned Parenthood is not synonymous with abortion. Its emphasis is family planning education. It also makes contive techniques available and affordable.
That they mustalsosupply
abortions indicates a lack of our society to
support their main purpose — the prevention of unwanted pregnancy.
Clinics
are not located in Hispanic and
African-American neighborhoods per se,
but in areas of
. A middle-cass
family has more resources to deal with

unwanted pregnancy than its poverty-

It makes sense to
situate clinics where they are needed most.
stricken coun

As to his allegations of racism by Margaret Sanger, anyone who knows more of
her work than one piece taken out of its
cultural context will dismiss his ranting
for the propaganda it is.
And as to Mr. Cardenas’ allegations
that Sanger’s clinics advocated abortion,
I quote you the text of the original ad:
“MOTHERS! Can you afford to havea
large family? Do you want any more
children? If not, why do you have them?
DO NOT KILL,
BUT PREVENT.”

T TAKE

LIFE,

Lauri Rose
BSN, RN
Arcata

Abortion kills
This is a response to Jose Cardenas’

article, “Abortion: a Historical Look.” I |

agree that Margaret Sanger and Planned
Parenthood were and are characterized
by a eugenic acs
2 Their official
language has
sanitized today, but
the hideous results are still the same:
Abortion kills unborn children of all races.
It is a biological fact that human life
begins at conception and that when a
woman becomes —
there is another distinct individual developing
the person
within her womb. In addition,

in the womb has hands, feet,
etc. which are not the mother’s.

@ars,
are

See Letters,
page 33

.
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‘Opposing viewpoints

Election-year perspectives on abortion

Sanctity for human life must prevail

By Dr. Adrienne Wolf-Lockett

By Alien
H. Rode

GUEST COUMNET—

GUEST COLUMNIST

he year was 1969. I remember the call clearly. I was working as a county
social worker in a small town back east. The hospital told me she had
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ey

er

ee
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I n this election year, abortion is once again a hotly debated issue. On one side,
the Democratic party platform affirms a woman’s right to abortion, while the
Republican party pla rm seeks to protect the rights of unborn human
. How does one resolve the conflict?
The first step is to determine whether or not a fetus (unborn
baby) is a human being.
If the fetus is a human being, then the unborn
ion of the law. The
child needs the full
laws of our country are designed to protect
individuals from harm inflicted by t!
free will of another. If the fetus is not a
human, perhaps only a clump of
tissue or a tumor, then a woman
does in fact have the right to an
abortion.
In answering the

tried to self-abort with the help of her boyfriend who was a medical

fever.
and running a
hemo
student. She was
room
emergency
the
to
her
t
Her mother had
ed sanitary napkin filled with pus in her
finding a di
was only 19 years old. She was one of the
She m.
roo

woman’s desperaqouncoetiag a oh
due
hath
tion sal moves
her
continue
to
her life in order not
nancy. She was not alone. Over 800
other women endured illegal or selfinduced abortions in 1967 in the
United States. Illegal abortions
—
aa
t of all
,

question, a

eaths

abortion person might argue

a
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advanced in the interests of

\
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recognize or comprehend the law of gravity.

his

™

whe

ep,

ye

ise.

™.
In much the same way, a human baby exists
ae
woman
the
though
even
inside of a pepe woman
etel understand that she has an
may not completely
unborn baby inside her.
To better illustrate, Gianna Jessen, who is speaking in Eureka
Saturday, is the survivor of a saline abortion. Gianna’s biological mother tried to
as a human
cy. Gianna existed
abort her in the seventh month of
inside of her mother independent of whether her biological mother
her as a human being. Abortion does not remove tissue from the mother’s
womb; it only produces a dead baby, except in situations like Gianna’s where the
baby survives the abortion.

x
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Absolute vs. arbitrary definitions of life
If we deny that an absolute and independent view of human life exists in favor
of arbitrary definitions of human life, we open up the doors to human tyranny:
le were not really humans. United
Hitler personally believed that Jewish
le as property, not human
States southern slave-holders regarded black
beings. Margaret Sanger, founder of Planned Parenthood, believed that blacks
were unfit for human a ry oat Time and space limit the list of human
atrocities that have resulted because an individual or group of individuals
another class of
le as less than human.

Wade decision, the Supreme Court dié not address the

quem of whether the unborn baby is a human being. Again in the 1992
Parenthood vs. Casey decision, the Supreme Court ignored the quesclaim that abortion is a women’s
tion. The Supreme Court cannot a
rights issue until it can undeniably say that an unborn baby is not a
;
human being.
not
do
systems,
courts
and
If we as a country, as well as our political systems
ize how legalized abortion has created an artificially narrow
in to
the definition of human life will continue to
definition of human life,
narrow.
Let us learn from history and uphold the sanctity of human life.

Rode is president of Humboldt Pro-Life

women’s health, the earlier, safer
abortion is in jeopardy, and so too
is women’s health. Restrictions
such as the “gag rule,” spousal
notification, use of
public monies and
rental notification by minors would
rce women to delay abortion and face
increased health risks or prevent them from
obtaining a safe, legal abortion altogether. The

\

can personally determine their own
*
definition of human life. The problem
is that human life exists independent of
what we think. The law of gravity exists
and operates even though some may not

oh

an

many proposals presumably

\

with thinking that each individual

:

to pregnancy

services in the United
States,
including the enactment of

|
\

whether a fetus is a human.
However, there is a problem

>
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childbirth in 1965. After California
liberalized its abortion law, the
number of admissions for
infection resulting
from illegal
abortion at one L.A. hospital
alone decreased 75 percent.
However, this is not the ‘60s.
Today, legal abortion is 11
times safer medically than
childbirth. But with all the
attempts at regulating abortion

exists.
Alternatively, a pro-

that a beating heart and
brain waves are not necessarily signs of human life and
that ultimately it is the
woman and her personal
belief system that determines

d

dap )of ia you
Me

pro-lifer will argue
that from
the moment of conception a
baby is a genetically unique
entity from the mother. By
the end of 10 weeks, the
baby has a beating heart and
brain waves, signs that
indicate that human life

the 1973 Roe vs.

|

Right to safe abortion in jeopardy

,7

a

burden primarily falls, inequitably, upon the

young, the poor and minorities. Until sex education
is universal and contraception 100 percent reliable and
affordable, abortion must be accessible for all women as one
option among several.
I believe the abortion debate is secondarily about gestational issues and
primarily about control. When the Reagan administration, in its “Mexico City
policy,” withheld international familymonies from developing —
countries that maintained their own
policies of abortion,
the issue was control.
When21 states require a woman to wait a prescribed amount
of time between
when she consents
to an abortion and when the procedure
is performed, that is
control (and, coincidentally, unconstitutional). On the surface, such legislation
appears reasonable. In
ty, such laws are designed with one goal in mind —
to prevent women from obtaining abortions: Such patronizing
mandates
assume women are mindless and cannot choose for
ives whetheror
not to have a child.
Anti-abortion activists accuse women of having abortions for trivial reasons. It
is this issue of “triviality” that has stuck in the craw of the anti-choicers. Most
people believe that abortion is acceptable under certain conditions, such as

ve an

ne,

from rape or incest. But why are those “valid” reasons to

abortion, while the multiplicity of other reasons for having an abortion

are viewed as invalid and trivial — reasons such as not being ready for the

responsibility, lack of resources or a
having an abortion are attending school).

(31 percent of women
reasons sound trivial only when

they’re other people's reasons. In 24 years of counseling women with unintended
cies, I have never spoken with a woman who looked upon her
choices and made her decision lightly.
When counseling a woman with an unplanned
, [have always said
the decision
is hers and hers alone. She must make a
decision that she can live

with for years to come, but a decision that
is based upon who she is today.
Today, the ability to make that decision is being challenged in courts
and in
the legislature. Women may be aes future without choice. Nov. 3 is a critical

juncture in maintaining the right to

Cee
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choose. Exercise your right and vote.
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footprints

Rewrites

of history
f all the history lessons learned in
mar school in the ‘70s, only one

stuck with me into the ‘90s:

lumbus

een em

Cursed with my mother’s ephemeral

tion

eo

100 times after I’

tied the substitute teacher's chair to the desk.

How disa
ting to find my only claim to
historical punditry is based on a fallacious
con-

“Fhe guy did not discover America. How could
he discover
a land inhabited by other people? Oh,
you say, he discovered it for the Europeans.
Poppycock. Leif
Ericson and other
®
Norsemen beat

him to that punch

too—by about500

Notes

years.
OK,

so you say

Americas for European exploration. Fine. Why don’t we say that, then? Why
don’t we learn that in school?
When
I went to the library
to plagiarize for my

rewriting Ristory. Well, Britannica has

done that for us, hasn't it? Twice, in fact.

A kid in

school today plagiarizing

from the newest edition would find this:
si
r
h
C
ing the New World to Renaissance Europe,
topher Columbus was one of the greatest mariand capricious
ners of all time, but his sg
administration of the West

Indies ... resulted in

his recall.”
Sounds a lot like the 1875 version.

Precedent exists for nations coming to gri
s
have justin
with false histories. Scandinavian
second half of this century begun rewriting history to reflect the atrocious autocracies of 15th
scribes
was writbyten
ory
histthat
cen
ultiwith
ng
beheadi
of
under threat
that
matums to make the king look good.

Rewriting America’s past — and teaching it
y — will be painful for many, but the

alternative is a false history that’s no history at all.

Britt is The Lumberjack's editor in chief.

that permeates our existence on many

(Yahweh) and the female (Sophia). This aspect of

third grade report on Columbus, the Encyclope-

dia Britannica said he was the “discoverer of the
new world.” Period. No mention of Leif or the
I happened to peruse the L’s
ngs,
unless
other Viki
during recess.
Britannica spoke of Columbus’ initial relationship with island natives as a “honeymoon” that
“may have ended on the day when he took away
by force seven of them from Guanahani.”
We call that kidnapping these days.
When my great grandfather went to the library
ze from an earlier
in 1875, quill in hand, to
a, a
he found
pedi
edition of the same en
ueror:
different description of Columbus the
tly fitted for the task he cre“He was
ated for himself. Through deceit and opprobrium
and disdain he pushed on toward the consummation of his desire.”
I had to look up “opprobrium,” and Webster’s
tells us it’s a noun that means “public disgrace or
ill fame that follows from conduct considered
re
Solin 60 the new generation of writers at
Britannica also suffer from inept memories. Or
it was just a typo.
maybe
mon, folks. This guy was not a nice man. He
tell
And we .
took slaves
ered
killed,
this.”
celebrate
and
off
day
a
school kids, “Take
of
you're worried about the
Perhaps

poaaag

levels. These levels are not only the physical remnants ee
ee cere
ce ty ob psychic/spiritual death that threatens us as native
a toe still, 500 years later.
Western /Anglo/Euro-American
society we
have evolved into has lost touch with
its own tribal
origins. Tribal people, indigenous people, have a
respect and understanding
of the sacred and the
secular within their daily lives. The natural earth
cycles, the ability to live with reverence, respect
and responsibility to the tribal environment, remains a constant thread within all tribal societies
be they European, Asian, African, Australian, or
American. This is rooted in a natural understanding of the plurality-duality of our lives.
We all have aspects of male and female within
us. It is part of a humanity that encompasses true
creation: the coming
er of two opposite
beings to create a whole. The body will physically
pass away, but from the body comes future generations that ensure our survival.
The early Christian mystics, Gnostics, understood the duality of the Great Spirit: the male

it’s
fl seaienbinind oven Chek ane teal
Mrs. O’Dean, my third
ie teacher,
for

Editor's

who subjugated Africans as our slaves. We pub-

n my tribal traditions,
speaking something—
online them to
or making thoughts
To my Souththis:
is
truth
The
true.
become
to “the New
arrival
eastern people, Columbus’
oa.
the advent of forced io

Co-

America
in 1492.

me write it on
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the divine was prevalent amongst many
American tribal traditions: Selu, theC

Native
Corn

Mother, represented creation-centered mysticism

as the result of coupling with her male consort
Kanati, the Great Hunter. Christ, in his contemporary translation, had his feminine power stolen
by early Church fathers,
an act which shaped
the Western way of religious thinking.

;
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his is the history of the Cherokee, Creek,
Choctaw, Chickasaw and Seminole peoplesof
the southeast, commonly referred to as the “Five

f

we ad

|

came
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Civilized Tribes.” We became “civilized” because

Constitution, beristianized farmers, plantation owners
a Western

Se

oe

a

es

eS

And where did that get us? Forcibly removed

from our ancestral homelands to Oklahoma

© Continued from page 31
two
le present, not one. The
growing
baby is not “part” of the
mother’s body.
I’m aware this information is offensive to those who believe abortion should remain “safe and legal.”
But abortion is neither safe nor legal. Rather, abortion is
danand essentially illegal.
Don’t naively believe the lies by
Planned Parenthood, the biased
media, or the politicized education
monopoly.
The truth is that the abortion industry murders children and
exploits women for profit.
Kevin Hoeft

senior, social science

Use bicycle racks
This letter is a
to =
who uses building handrails or

ramps as bicycle racks. Please
and think what youaredoing.

-

rails are there to assist persons in
cli
stairs, NOT to tether bicycles.
ps Rew building entrances accessi
usi
wheelchairs. You teay have no need

“In-

dian Territory.” The Cherokee Nation, Tsalagi,
power
ter groups so that our
split into
was
. Someof us escaped a
weal be
states where we hid amongst friendly whites and
sympathetic African-American communities.
to my tribe: this
to me,cy
This is Columbus’ lega
history, this devastation, this tragedy, this survival.
The suffering of my ancestors, the loss of my
stories I
these are the ns
— itio
and trad
other's
carry within me. These are my
stories: the shame of being Cherokee and Creek;
this is my grandfather's voice to whom being
genocide.
Indian was a legacy of horror and
“disColumbus’
for
What price have we paid
covery?” Our very lives, our existence, our bodies,

our souls.
The Creek and Cherokee poet Joy Harjo once
said, “We know that there is something greater
people. We
than the memory of a dis
have seen it.” Not only have we seen it, but we live
this memory daily. That memory, Columbus,
metaphorically the conqueror, will never change.
But it’s the stories that remain true. The landscape tells us this; our bodies tell us this. Indeed
along the Trail of Tears will never be
the
erased, as my body still bleeds. And as long as my
body still bleeds, Columbus’ footprints will never
be erased from our landscape.
Telling stories is a way for culture to survive.

Water may wash over the
ren
they may fade. But my
Columbus and the Trail of Tears
spoken it. I have written it. Now

ts and over time
{©
will remember
because I have . @
a)
it’s true.

Dunn is a lecturer in Native American studies at

HSU. She is a member of the Chickamauga Cherokee
African, Creek,
is try
Indian Nation. Her ances
Seminole and Cajun.
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pabe bene Ne or iota.
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of
bors. Wedid away with our matriarchals
Constitutribal governance. The Chickamauga
tion of 1891 outlawed voting privileges for CheroCherokeesaof
kee women and those Chickamaug
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of assistance entering a building,
but not all of us are so fortunate.
As coordinator of Disabled Student Services
and as a person with a
disability, inappropriately parked
bikes are
tly coming to my
attention.
I realize many of you want
to park your bikes immediately adjacent to the building which you are
but please, think about how
simple
it is for you to walk a few
s to an official bike rack. Then
consider those of us for whom handrails and ramps are a necessity, not
an indulgence of laziness. We will
appreciate your sensitivity.
Theresa A. Jordan

Coordinator, Disabled Student
Services

Not working
I want to tell Mr. Finegan that I
did, in fact, voice my “nonsense”
last spring about The Lumberjack’s
inadequate coverage of Wilsonville
and the budget
situation. I have attended the
‘slobbying attempts
in Sacramento for two years, and
while there last year I spoke directly
to CSU student trustee Arneze Washington. Trying to change things from
within the system is not working,

a
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©

y
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because the system is not working.
Jesse Poppick

senior, natural resources

APD unjust
Last summer I was pulled over by
an Arcata Police ee
officer
who informed me I had a tail light
out. He
tioned me of my activities. Itold

him I drank a beer early in

theafternoon
and drove my car home
eight hours later. He ran me through
the field sobriety tests; I had little
trouble but he forced me to take a
breath test. I refused and he violently twisted my wrist and threw
me up against the hood of his car.
At the jailhouse they told me to
blow in their computer. Two tries
resulted in two zero readings. They
threatened to revoke my driver’s licenseif Irefused to take another
test.
After es
mein jail for six hours.
They
booked
me on a DUI with no evidence. The
test results came back negative.
My pointis
that dri:
and driving are wrong,
but the
of the
were unfair and unjust.
yle Avila
senior, natural resources
planning and interpretation

re
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TRAVELHOST OF NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
is seeking account
executive to sell a new product.
Call on restaurants ard local
businesses. Commission potential

“WOW”"- Don't be left in someone
else's mental dust. Set your brain
on fire with our natural liquid nutrients! Better than coffee or soda.
They work! Order now before

preferred,
but
will
train
professionals.
Cold calling
experience given priority. Call
today for interview details.
imediate start date. Call 441-3794,

terms and finals! 822-6979. Guar-

$25-60M per year.

you're under the

Students

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats.
Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings.
No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get
a head start on next
summer!
For employment
program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
10/21
A6047.

--

CE
eS

MAKE MONEY TEACHING
ENGLISH ABROAD. Japan and
Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,000+ per
month. Many provide room & board
+ other benefits! Financially &
Culturally rewarding!
For
International Employment program
and
application,
call the
International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J6047. 10/14
LOOKING FOR PART-TIME
telemarketing and sales assistant
with Mondok Business Systems,
the local authorized Xerox agency.
Call Richard Mondok at 443-1598
or Kurt at 839-4414.

NOTICES

of mid-

anteed Satisfaction.

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT YARD
SALE. Used paddles, life jackets,
stoves, dry bags, packs, fishing
1-800-932-0528,
gear, clothes, knives, a one-man
HEALTH AND WEALTH-Yes, it’s raft, an underwater camera and
possible while you're still
in school much more. If it’s been used out(learning or teaching). You can doors to have a good time, you'll
make extra money each month find it here. Hosted by the Six
telling and sharing your excitement Rivers Paddling Club. If you're
for a great buy on some
about our marketing group. Make looking
used
outdoor
equipment,
comeon
your own hours! 822-6979, leave
down
to
Adventure’s
Edge,
650
a message please.
10th St., Arcata. Saturday, Oct.
10 from 10 a.m.—2 p.m.

THRILLS

SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback
SERVICES
riding on gorgeous Clam Beach;
individual or group outings; Trinity NEED ACADEMIC TYPING?
Alps horsepacking adventures; Send cassette(s)
or legible copy to
terrific horses, excellent rates, Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt&
beginning or experienced OK;
accurate word
. Laser
444-2894.
128
nting. 445-5771. P. O. Box
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0155.

PERSONALS

RUBEN HAD GOOD
Rubenesque is best.

TASTE,

SECOND ANNUAL RUN FOR
THE BOATS BIATHLONI!!! Join
Center Activities October 24 for
the 3.9 mile run and 3.0 mile

flatwater paddie.

Individual and

tag teams, mens/womens/masters
classes, and ALL kinds of boats!!
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Race begins 9:30 a.m., Saturday
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OPPORTUNITIES

PRE-REGISTER AT CENTER
ACTIVITIES 826-3357.

HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING! For
all yourtyping
needs, call 443-6128
and ask for
Mearl.
10/28

NEED A BABYSITTER? Call Tina
Bolling, 822-7976. References
available.
ACE
FEDERAL
PROCESSING, term

WORD
papers,

notes, résumés,
Out of Print book

search. 444-2471.
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GET INVOLVED IN SAVING
RAINFOREST
FROM ECUADOR
TOHUMBOLDT COUNTY. Come
to Humboldt RAIN’s meetings
Hall East
Mondays, 7p.m., Nelson
115, or call Dan at 826-7757. 107

LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIED
ADS

WORK

IN A BIG WAY!

AUTOMOTIVES
1982 TOYOTA SRS PICKUP.
Runs great, Tires good. Camper
Shell. Cassette. No problems.
Call 822-6647 eves.

MOTORCYCLE HELMET-Fullface Bell, $10. 822-8487.
VW SCIROCCO
1983 KARMANN
EDITION. Bik/bik, leather, 5speed, 2-way factory sunroof,
tinted windows, alarm, power mirrors, Kenwood stereo, sway bars,
new tires, VERY FAST! Lots of
extras. $4,100. 830-4932 (message).

Place
ads at the
University
Ticket Office
by F
at 4 p.m.
Just$5 for 25 words,
10¢ per word thereafter.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES:
$2 for 25 words,
5¢ per word thereafter.
YOUR CLASSIFIED AD COULD
GO HERE! Classified Ads really
work. Maybe you have extrathings
lying around the house you'd like
to sell or rent, or if you've been
looking for something, maybe
somebody else has it lying around
= _- Either way, ADVER-

fe

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!

a

North

Coast

Inn

Featuring:

¢ MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

(707) 444-9671
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e VISA
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DENTISTRY)
Mark A Hise MS-DDS
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Recycle « Refill
and Save
« Nexxus

¢ Peter Hantz
« Joico
¢ interactives

« Redken

~~ >

>

te

¢ Paul Mitchel
¢ Tressa
« Vavoom

Se

Reeth

Neatatahytat ate

at alate eC

* Sebastian

¢ Sunglitz

Valley West Shopping Ctr.
(Giuntoli Ln. Offramp)

;

<
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setcten tt

822-5991
MWFS 9-5:00
TTH 9-7

CWalk-ins Welcome
Early momings & evenings by appt. ny

Sell
Buy

a

classified

it Now!
ad
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CALEENDAR
Wednesday 7

e “The Destruction
of the Event in

Modernism,”
a lecture by Santa Cruz
ee

Et Cefera

star
*

ee
Forum.

White, 7:30 p.m. in

e “Theater in an

eeatach

of Political

Correctness,” 8 p.m. in the Kate

Buchanan Room, 826-4411 for infor-

aaa

tan. a
rum at 1 oe 118
Bivd. in
S76-227% los indoematlon’

mation.

e “Text
to Image/
to Text”
vidheg Sittin G0 9 oan. clay al 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. tomorrow,
Griffith 203, 826-3731 for information.

Thursday 8

Saturday 10

Education

e Rally at the state
capitol
ommunity
with other
CSU, UC
college students, 826-5415 for information.

Et Cetera
¢ Columbus Day protest
in Kate

¢ Football vs. Whitworth College at
7 p.m. in Redwood Bowl.
Music

Buchanan
Room from 6:30 to 9:30

p-m.
¢ “Quick Trip” in the Gist Hall

Theatre at 8 p.m. through Oct. 10,
826-3566
for information.

Friday 9
Et Cetera
®
tion for lesbian art show
“Can't Kill the
t,” 7:30 p.m. in
Karshner Lounge, 826-4149 for
information.

¢ Merl Saunders
in the Kate
Buchanan Room at
9 p.m., 826-3928 for
information.

¢ Faculty Artist
Series in
Fulkerson
Recital Hall at 8
.m., 826-3531
r information.
Et Cetera

¢ Moonlight Walk, 6 p.m. at
Hidden Beach in Redwood National
Park, 822-2894 for information.

Saturday night football
7-year-old Gabe Fugate of
McKinieyvilie, far right, “just
came to watch the game.”
Lumberjack
running
back
Rodney Dickerson,
above, avoids

atackle and Chris Oswald , right,
looks to pass in the ‘Jack's 14-10
loss to Santa Clara

Saturday

night at the Redwood
Bowl.

Photos
by Meg Laws

e Farewell to Arms Race Walk and
Run For Peace, 9 a.m. check-in for 10

Wednesday, Oct.
7, 1992

Tuesday

35

13

a.m. start
at St. Mary’s School, 1730

Janes Rd. in Arcata.

Sunday11
Et Cetera
e Weaverville Women’s Distance
Festival 5K Run, 8:30 a.m. check-in
for 9:30 a.m. women’s start and 9:40
a.m. men’s start at Lowden Park in
Weaverville, (916) 778-3392 for
information.

Monday 12
Ef Cefera
e “Mo’ Better Education” video at 7
.m. on Arcata Community Access

err

e “Alsheimer’s Disease: New
Advances in Treatment” conference,

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Red Lion Inn,
1929 4th St. in Eureka, 444-8254 for
information.

e Training
classes for
volunteer
docents at the
HSU Natural

History
Museum from

4 to 5:30 p.m.,
826-4479 for information.

¢ Dance workshops, 5:30 p.m. at

the Old Creamery Dancenter, 1251

9th St. in Arcata, 822-8087 for information.

in
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Monday, October 12th at 7 p.m. KEET, TV 13
or Phil
Three years ago, after 30 years as an active Democrat, former Santa Cruz County Supervis
Baldwin gave up believing that party could ever be a progressive force. The final straws, he notes,
now
were the vigorous Democratic support for illegal and immoral. invasions of Grenada, Panama (and
from
raise
Iraq), as well as for the absurd Drug War. Oh yes, Democrats led the move for their own pay
and me,
$90,000 to $126,000 and for Reagan's "tax reform" that meant, maybe, a $100 savings for you

but put an extra $200,000 in the pockets of every millionaire.

So he joined the Peace and Freedom

Party and decided to offer a real choice in '92.

PHIL BALDWIN IS OUR ONLY VOTE FOR CONGRESS THAT STANDS FOR CANADIAN
STYLE HEALTH CARE, FOR A REPEAL OF THE OBSCENE CONGRESSIONAL PAY RAISE,
FOR NEW TAX RATES ON THE WEDALTHIEST 15% AND AN END TO THEIR$1
“ENTITLEMENT” LOOPHOLES, FOR A 2% WEALTH TAX ON ASSESTS HELD ABOVE
HIP,
MILLION, FOR CORPORATE REFORM THAT ENCOURAGES FOR EMPLOYEE OWNERS
FOREST
T
ANCIEN
AND
ACT
ITION
PROHIB
FOR A USFS & BLM CLEARCUTTING
DRUG WAR! IT IS ALSO THE
PROTECTION ACT AND FOR ENDING THE COSTLY, VIOLENT, HYPOCRITICAL, HOPELESSCALLING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
ONLY CAMPAIGN THAT CHALLENGES THE CULTURE OF RUDENESS AND VIOLENCE,
SHELTER AND COUNSELING
ADVERTISING TO MAKE COURTESY AND RESPECT POPULAR AGAIN, WHILE WE EXPAND
available literature for confirmation.)
(Check
SERVICES AND LAWS THAT ENCOURAGE WOMEN TO REPORT RAPE AND BATTERING!

BALDWIN ror CONGRESS
Peace and Fredom Party: To Help Call 822-9139
Paid for by Humboldt County Central Commitee Peace and Freedom Party

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
NOON TO 1 AM
— Gift Certificates Available —*

‘CORNER 5TH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

